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Happy Thanksgiving
Volume 20 Number 48

BRI EFS
Church Offers Free
Thanksgiving Dinner

P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502 (714) 682-6070-San Bernardino (714) 889-0506

Tustin Educators Called Closet Racists .

P

dents
against
African
arent and educator Americans,
Vietnamese,
reaction to Rodney'_ , Hispanics, Gays and others who
King speaking to a : · did not fit the '1ily white" suburBlack student group during non ban image of the county.
school hours has been con"I am sure these people
demned as closet racism by the would not have acted the same if
Congress of Racial Equality.
one of several well known
Celes King III, State Orange County white collar

The First Baptist Church
under the pastorial direction of
Dr. Marvin L. Brown offers a
free Thanksgiving Dinner for the
needy today from 11:30 a.m. to
3:30p.m.
The meal will be provided at
the church located at 277 East community protest followed a
Fifth Street in Penis. Please call pattern of subtle and not so subtie racist actions taken by a large
for reservations at 657-3767.
number of Orange County resi-

Public Auction To Sell
Stereos, Clothes And
Jewelry

"These communities remain
mum when acts of terror took
place against Asians . and
Hispanics in the County."

S

to be the ones most affected by
the social and religious ripples
from the movie. Current Nation
of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan
believes that the movie may be
part of the government's work to
destroy him. He has said that the
strategy is to tum Black youth
against the Nation through the
movie. Farrakhan said, "that
movie
trashes
Elijah
Muhammad. I warned Spike that
this is a very serious movie and
that he would have to do it right.
"I said to him, brother,listen to
everyone then go in a comer and
pray. Cause you are going to be
the judge of history."
Contemporary use of the "X"
had its beginnings in the black
ghettos of Detroit in the 1930s
when W.D. Farad Muhammad
founded then Nation .of Islam.
Farad.Muhammad's protege,
Elijah Muhammad, made the
Black Muslims a hou$ehold
name in the 1960s and set an
example of the type of economic
self-sufficiency that today's
Black leaders are still making
noise about. Telling Blacks who
entered that religious discipline
to drop their "slave" last name
and assume the letter "X" as an
expression of a lack of identity
with the American system,
Elijah Muhammad led the group
to ultimate success in the
American system of capitalism.
Blacks under 30 don't know the
power of Elijah Muhammad,
that he drew from Marcus
Garvey, and that Malcolm X and
Louis Farrakhan drew from him.
It remains to be screened as to
whether Spike's judgement will
cause him to illustrate that a
major reason that Malcolm
Little joined the Nation was
because he believed in the reasons that they developed collective enterprises such as department stores, bakeries and restaurants. Because of his pride in the
Nation, Farrakhan has reason to
wonder if this money-making
movie will show today's black
Continued on Page B-8

"Light Up A Life" Campaign Begins

T
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Celes King said the seven
percent of the 1,800 students at
the high school who were
African American might have
needed a better understanding of
what it would be like to grow up
in an African American ghetto.
"Why haven't these same edu-

cators and parents spoken out to curb the attacks against ,
against the attacks on minority Asian, African Americans,
students by white hooligans who Hispanics, Jews, and Gays i)l
reside in their community," said Tustin and other parts of Orange ·
King. "I can hardly forget the County. We have heard hothing
bitter dispute in recent years but excuses for this sort of dis~:
··
over funding for the human rela- gusting behaviors."
tions commission that attempted

REV. JACKSON VISITS FREMONT HIGH

(

''X'' Marks Big Money

A public auction is scheduled
Saturday, December 12 beginBY WILLIAM REED
ning at 10 a.m. at the San
BUSINESS EXCHANGE
Bernardino Qty Yards located at
pike Lee's "Malcolm X"
234 So. Mt View Avenue to dismovie
opened in theatres
pose of over 300 articles of
November
18th, and it,
unclaimed property, including
and
its
likeness,
are
sure to reap
bicycles, clothing, stereo equipment, tape decks, radios, tools, big money and controversy. The
film will make Spike and
jewelry, etc.
For more information call Warner Bros. at least $250 million and undoubtedly be one of
384-5742.
the biggest money-makers in
Artists Sought For
Hollywood history. Also, the
Annual Juried Exhibition Malcolm movie has caused a
Current worlcs a juried exhibi- rush to cash in on the legacy of
tion of San Bernardino, the nationalist leader that will
Riverside and Inyo county artists, have economic, social and reli· is being coordinated by and gious ripples on millions of peoexhibited at the Feldheym ple across the country.
Betty Shabazz, widow of the
Library An Galleries of the San
Bemardioo (Qty) Public Library, activist that was slain 27 years
located at 555 West Sixth Street. ago, owns the rights to her late
San Bernardino. The exhibit will husband's name and likeness.
open Monday, December 21 and She has authorized the Curtis
continue through Saturday, Management
Group
of
January 30, 1993. There will be Indianapolis to offer licensees
an artists' ,·eception Saturday, for tie-in products to her husJanuary 9 from 2 to 5 p.m to band's legacy and to "protect the
which the public is invited.
rights of the estate" by any
All artists working and/or liv- means necessary.
Even before the movie's
ing in these counties are invited
to submit slides of three to five release, the "X" made lots of
recent works (completed within money. "X" merchandising has
the last three years) for consider- yielded $100 million in sales
ation. The size of worlcs is limit- from caps, t-shirts, jackets, traded to six feet or less in any direc- ing cards, posters, key chains,
tion. The deadline for receiving wrist-watches, buttons, drinking
slides is Thrusday, December 3.
mugs, refrigerator magnets, pins
For entry infonnation, dead- and air fresheners. Even though
lines, and materials, artists may their places of origin are labeled
call Linda Puetz or Chris Shovey, Hong Kong and Taiwan, "X"
Exhibit Coordinators, at 381- duffle bags, kente cloths and
8215 or write: Current Works, waist bags are all over
San Bernardino Public Library, America's inner-cities. Street
555 West Sixth Street, San vendors from New York to L.A.
Bernardino, CA 92410.
have been selling "X" caps for
$15 to $20. Shabazz and the
Ashra Kwesl Makes
Cunis Group have chartered 37
Presentation At C&I State licensees and may receive $3 to
Ashra Kwesi , has traveled $5 million in royalties from Xextensively throughout Afrika, related merchandise, but unliEurope, Asia and the American censed bootleggers have walked
in search of Afrikan origins of away with the bulk of the
civilization.
money.
Friday, December 4 at 7:30
While non-Blacks, including
p.m., he will present an astonish- Dr. Shabazz's management finn,
ing slide show of facts entitled have taken most of the X-related
"Afrikan Origin of Civilization bucks, African-Americans stand
and The Origin of Greek
Philosophy."
The presentation will be held
in the Upper Commons. Cost is
$2 per person. For more inforhe ninth annual, "Light
mation call Valory at 880-5234.
Up A Life" campaign of
Riverside Hospice will
begin on November 27, 1992 at
the Riverside Plaza. Riverside
Hospice which cares for tenninally ill patients and assists their
families, holds this campaign
Issues & Opinions....... A-2
each year at the holiday season
to o ffe r an opportunity to
Lifestyles ..................... A-]
remember friends and loved
Business Oircrtory·...... A -5
ones.
Religion ....................... A-7

Thursday, November 26, 1992

lit
Riverside Hospice has, since
1983, extended health care and
volunteer services to terminally
ill patients and their families in
Riverside, Moreno Valley, and
Jurupa Areas with the objective
of providing dignity to terminal
patients and their families in
dealing with the illness.
Riverside Hospice assists in
keeping patients in a comfortable home setting. It assists the
Each gift will lite one or more family in providing care and
lights on the Hospice tree or love.
menorah to celebrate the individual and the season, culminatEnding on December 22,
ing in a ceremony on Sunday, 1992, Light Up A Life assists
December 13 th at 3:00 p.m. Riverside Hospice in extending
Betty Cox Johnson along with services to those patients and
Robbie Britt will host the cere- their families who are unable to
mony of seasonal songs at meet financial burdens that
which the tree and menorah are result from a tenninal illness.
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Riverside LEPAC Will Address Police Issues

I

n March of 1983, a study
was undertaken by the
(then)
Community
Relations Commission following a request by the City
Council
Public
Safety
Committee to address citizen
concerns
regarding
the
Riverside Police Department. As
a result of this study the City
Council approved the formation
of a committee within the
Community
Relations
Commission for the purpose of
addressing police issues. This
entity is now known as the Law
Enforcement Policy Advisory
Committee (LEPAC).
At this time, of concern to
LEPAC and the Human
Relations Commission is the

lack of infonnation on the part
of the community-at-large
regarding LE:PAC and its mission. The consequence of this
"infonnation gap.. could lead to
increased alienation among
those who might perceive that
community input to police matters does not exist within the
current city structure.

Center, 2060 University, at 7:30
p.m. The forum on December 3,
will be held at California Baptist
College, 8432 Magnolia •
Avenue, at 7:30 p.m.
The forums were designed to
give an historical perspective
and overview of police policies
reviewed by the committee.
They will also cover the role and
responsibilities of the committee, the community and the
Riverside Police Department

To rectify this situation
LEPAC is inviting concerned
citizens· to attend an informational forum on either December
"Your attendance and input
1 or 3. Both forums are identical will be vital to the successful
in content and are provided in achievement of LEPAC's rol~-' ,
two different evenings to facili- and responsibility as a policy /
tate your attendance. The forum advisory committee," said Maty':
on December 1, will be held at Figuerosa, chair law enforce-, >
Bobby Bonds Community ment policy advisory committ¢.,'

The Black Voice Staff
wishes you all
a very safe and
Happy
Thanksgiving
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Blacks Must Learn To Recycle Dollars

EDITORIAL
· Something Is Wrong!

BY LEON A HOUSTON Il

M

No one in America can deny that the justice system is unfair
or that the Scales or Justice are balanced when it comes to serving African-Americans. Report after report, study after study,
lecal court or high court, local justice department or U.S.
Justice Department, it doesn't matter on what level because
:they all exhibit racist attitudes, through their actions, towards
'African-Americans. Can't we get a fair or impartial hearing in
:something we do? Why is it that no matter what the situation,
t!te ugly insect or racism rears its head? Rodney King's attorr(ey decided to take his case to the U.S. court system since no
Justice was found in Simi Valley. However, before he could get
Jo court someone found it necewtry to leak the master plan or
:the Department of Justice's strategy.
:.~ In a report from Chicago, by Associated Press, African:~mericans comprise 12 percent orthis country's population but
:41 percent or all drug arrests are African-American.
:Something is wrong! The report also stated that most
~American drug users are White, but most Americans sent to
'.prison are African-Americans. Something is Wrong!
::~ A recent TV report showed that harassment by police of
:African-Americans is more frequent than for Whites.
:~omething is wrong! In a nearby Southern California city, it
:w.as clearly pointed out that African-Americans are stopped
'.l)lore than Whites. The police claim that it is not done with
I
;racist intent but the numbers say otherwise. Something is
:wn,ng!
: :• Every White American should ask themselves this question,
:what would it be like to be harassed by another race just
:~ecause or a set or stereotyped untruths? What would it be like
·l() buy, sell, interact on the job, be observed or analyzed by
:~nother race that didn't appreciate and/or respect you; to have
:~very sleeping and waking moment regulated under those con'.ditions?
' Would you think there is justice to be found even though we1
you it's justice? Something is wrong!

ental pictures have a
way of resurfacing
when you least expect them.
Imagine if you will a victory for
the David Duke campaign , no
not the Governor's seat but the
White House. Instead of the
Haitian policy being rescinded
by the Clinton Administration,
w~ would have an expansion of
the policy to include AfricanAmericans that instead of jail
sentencing would be expatriated
to Haiti with the rest of the
concept
baggage
from
Reagan/Bush like secret funding
to Haiti for nuclear arms as a
precursor and a good reason to
have a war, then declare a

:t~II
l :

Letter To. The Editor
DEAR EDITOR ( BLACK VOICE NEWS):
• I would like to thank the Black Voice News for the wonderful
• article about my husband and I in Your October 29, 1992 issue
· "Husband and Wife Run For Two Moreno Valley Offices."
As You know by now I won the seat for Moreno Valley Unified
. School District Board of Trustee and my husband (Robert Burlcs)
· had a very strong showing as Moreno Valley City Council.
. Your article helped inform the public of two more qualified
: African-Americans running for political positions in Moreno Valley.
: Thank you very much for your support and being a source of
: information to the community.
Thank-You,
Sincerely,
Bernadette Burlcs
DEAR EDITOR ( BLACK VOICE NEWS):
• , I want to taJce this opportunity to thank you personally and on
• ~ half of Mine Reclamation Corporation for your support of the
• Eagle Mountain Landfill and Recycling Center. Your assistance has
: t;,een invaluable and we, at Mine Reclamation, are very grateful for
•_your support.
I am especially appreciative for the endorsement the Eagle
Mountain project received from the The Black Voice News. This
endorsement certainly played a key role in demonstrating
• community support for the Eagle Mountain project and was a
significant factor in the Board of Supervisors' approval of the
i project.
• · We are pleased and proud to count you among our supporters.
Once again, thank you for your help and continued support.
I Best regards,
Mine Reclamation Corporation
Richaro A. Daniels

!

!
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;

T he Black Voice News sells ror 50¢ per copy. Subscrlptlpn rate Is $32.33 per
Out or state subscription Is $37 per year.
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~· mnnber 108890 by the Superior Court or Riverside County.
'
•
:
T he objective of T he Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate Information to
I :tll members or The Inland Empire.
I

•

1 , Stories published In the Black Voice News do not necessarily renect the policies
~ '!or the opinions of the publishers.
i : r The Black Voice news Is audited by the Consumers Paper Verlncatlon Service.
i We have over 35,000 readers per week.
1I '• The Black Voice news Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
j Associa tion ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
, (NNPA).

j _We reserve the righ t to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.
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the margin on the drug deal with
longevity and growth. How
many dealers are on the street 20
years later? One other thing the
Small Business Administration is
there but don't bet on it, bet on
raising venture capital through
our churches and as the idea
spreads the funding sources will
become apparent. The statistics
are out on the lack of funding of
mortgages for African-American
qualified purchasers. Venture
capital is bleaJcer, but don't give
up! The U.S. Navy has a school
that is called "Learn or Bum"
which teaches all sailors to fight
fires onboard ship since there is
no escape. Sowxl familiar, either
we learn to support our growth
~ut of dependency or we bum.

Along The Color.Line Why Bush Lost
DR. MANNY MARABLE

B

ill Clinton's landslide
Electoral College victory
over George Bush has be en
viewed as a sharp reelection of
twelve years' of Republican
rule. But the clear majority of
Americans voted either for
Perot or Bush, not Clinton. The
Arlcansas Governor really didn't
win the presidency: George
Bush lost it. Bush will be
remembered chiefly for his
narrowness of corporate
political vision, an absence of
personal ethics, and his sheeplike devotion to interests.
Political power is never
exercised in a historical
vacuum. Every American
election from 1948 until 1988
had occurred in the context of
the Cold War, and the
international conflict between
the United States and the Soviet
Union. In selecting a leader,
many American voters thought
of the casualties necessary for
leadership against what Reagan
termed the "Evil Empire" .
Expertise in international
affairs,
some
intimate
knowledge of America's
milit ary arsenal, and even
personal experience in the
armed forces was considered
nearly essential. The Cold War's
domestic impact was to push the
entire axis of American politics
to the right. Reagan's rise to
power in 1980 was the triumph
of a whole history of growing
economic reaction, racism, and
class warfare against working
people. And George Bush was a
logical product of that
repressive history: a decorated
veteran of World War II, the son
of a wealthy Republican
Senator, two-term Congressman
from Texas, former head of the
Central Intelligence Agency,
and Vice-President to Reagan.
Whenever Bush's personal
beliefs conflicted with his drive
for power, he eagerly sacrificed
his principles. In the 1980

.__~_

Republican primaries, Bush
challenged
Reagan
by
denouncing his economic plans
as ..Voodoo Economics"; twelve
years later, he had become
Voodoo's High Priest. But
history never stands still. With
the collapse of the Berlin Wall,
the dismantling of the Soviet
bloc in Europe, and finally the
termination of the USSR,
everything changed. Both the
United States and the Soviet
Union actually lost the Cold
War. The real costs to the
American people should be
weighed by hundreds of billions
of dollars annually wasted on
nuclear and conventional
weaponry, little investment in
upgrading factories and new
technologies, deteriorating
highways and bridges, and the
lack of adequate federal
government support for schools,
health care, housing and other
basic human needs. No amount
of anti-Communist rhetoric
could hide the millions of lost
jobs, the decline in real incomes
for millions of worlcers, and the
rise in poverty rates. Somehow,
Bush never had understood this.
He never felt the pain of hunger,
discrimination or poyerty in his
lif etime.
He
couldn't
comprehend the heartache of
being without a job, or the fear
of not being able to buy warm
winter clothes for his children,
as
the
winter months
approached.
Bush couldn't feel the deep
anxieties of middle class
families, the fear of losing their
homes. But "anxiety" for
President Bush was not
knowing which fork to use at a
formal dinner.
The economic recession
which Bush boasted having
ended more than one year ago
continued to depress wages and
increase unemployment lines. In
the twelve months prior to the
election, over 20 percent of all
American
families
had
experienced someone who had

lost a job during that time. O
those jobless Americans who
had obtained new employment,
more than half had experienced
a loss in wages in their new
jobs. But the Bush campaign
virtually ignored this entire
class of American working
people.
However, Bush's most
crucial electoral mistake was in
underestimating Clinton's
political strengths, and the
capacity of the national
Democratic Party to mount a
serious campaign. If political
clout is calculated by the
number of ballots one receives,
Clinton had emerged from the
Democratic primaries as the
strongest candidate in decades.
Clinton had received a highe
percentage of the national
primary vote, 52 percent, than
any Democrat seeking the
presidency in twenty years. He
won 10.5 million primary votes,
more than any Democrat or
Republican, in the history o
presidential primary elections.
Any by mid-July, nearly all o
the major leaders of the
Democratic Party, including
Jesse Jackson, had come
together to endorse his
nomination. For several critical
months in the spring and early
summer, 1992, Bush's campaign
strategists mistaJcenly assumed
that their chief electoral rival
was H. Ross Perot, not Ointon;
consequently, they aimed thei
rhetorical fire largely against the
Texas billionaire. This was a
serious strategic error, and
although Bush closed much o
the gap between himself and
Clinton during the campaign's
final weeks, his mistakes in
political judgement cost him the
presidency. In the end,
Americans desperately wanted
"change." Most who voted fo
Clinton weren't endorsing the
Democratic nominee. They
were voting against George
Bush.

_______~-------------,-:-----------'
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Ten Tips for Fire Safety
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(NAPS )-Here are some Arts Agencies and the
surprising facts about the arts National Assembly of State
and their effect on all of us Arts Agencies.
that may dra w your attention.

T he Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
: Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
( reached In Riverside at (714) 682·6070, 3585 Main St. Suite 201 Riverside 92501
: and In San Bernardino at (714) 889•0506, 1583 W Baseline Sa~ Bernardl'no,
I 92411.
'
' ·

!year.

r::~~~:!ateem:~renclfric~~~
Americans in the concentration
camps that are currently being
built in distant areas throughout
the country. Distant thought,
huh? Well, let's put it this way, of
the total percentage that voted for
Bush in 92, by my estimates only
37% are hard core racists,
fascists, blue bloods or what ever
you choose to categorize the Pat
Buchanan type of religious war,
..let's taJce back America" only
the strong survive element .
History shows that an organized
focused minority can influence
public practice i.e., Klan during
the Reconstruction period the
l920's.
In Los Angeles maybe the best
that has come out of the
insurrection has been that the
useless death by gang on gang
violence has dropped to the
dismay of the nay-sayers. Maybe
the waste of life became apparent
and the endless cycle of violent
death is receding. God, I hope
so! We only have a few options /
available to us as AfricanAmericans if we are to come out
of this century in one piece and
that is to learn how to
manufacture and export to our
own people in Africa and at
home. Black on Black trade!
An interesting observation in
any successful minority
community is that the business
networlc that exists is in the best
· interest of the minority group.
There is nothing wrong with
marketing to those outside the
group, but statistics will support
the concept that the return on
investment is much better when
the market for the product is
targeted. There are success
stories that have used majority
community markets to target
their products but, they are
usually high-tech or consumable
goods. Essentially it has to be a
reversal of attitudes that have
been reinforced through negative
feedback about our either lack of
service, lack of quality or price .
This has allowed AfricanAmerican purchasers
to

profits educate our children to
follow us. Needless to say it
could be accelerated by the local
district church boards, deciding
as a group , that they will
concentrate on supplemental
education so our children can
succeed in school and feel
nurtured . Sound familiar? It
should. This is exactly what the
Jewish community does, not to
mention the Chinese, Arabic,
Etc. You can support the
salesperson that gets the
commission or drive a bit further
to the gas station.Get the
message! Slavery is up to us to
abolish. The choice between a
drug deal and initial public
offering for stock is ours. The
margin on the stock will suipass

rationalize why they spend 90%
of all their purchasing dollars in
markets other than their own.
The most dramatic economic
improvement in the AfricanAmerican economy can take
place when we as a people
decide that we can spend a mere
30% of our dollars on purchases
that recycle money back to
ourselves. This could generate a
200% increase in cash flow
nationwide to our small
businesses and would be a self
sufficient cycle as long as the
quality, service and pricing are
handled appropriately. Basically
folks, we can lead the way to
recovery and to solving some of
our own problems if we build our
businesses and with those excess
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S
k detector on every floor of your house,
t/D9'
1 _. ,DO have at least one smo e
including the attic and _basement.
k detector in the spring and fall, the
t/ 2. DO install fresh battenesl
~r back one hour.

in::~;=~

***

1

i

For example, here's how
the National E ndowment
for the Arts (NEA) invests
in America: The $153 mill ion the NEA in vested in
fi scal year 1992 generated
$ 1.68 billio n in j obs, services and contracts.

***

Despite all this, the NEA
only costs the taxpayer 68
cents a year, say the experts
at the Arts Working Group.
It's a coalition of the nation's
five leading arts service and
membership organizations,
repr esenti ng 12, 000 arts
organizations. The Savings
and L oan b ailout , they
expl a in is goin g to co st

,

each of us $2,000!

***

The co alition is made
up of the American Ar ts
Alliance, American Association
of Museum s American
, Arts, th e
Council for the
National Assembly of Local

***

same day you set your c oc
Test the batteries mont_hly.
f
house in the event of a fire.
3 . DO have a plan for getting our o your

The members of these
organizations include virtually every dance company,
non-profit theater, symphony, museum, opera company , crafts group and presenting organization in the
United States, as well as the
nation's local arts councils,
city arts commissions and
state arts agencies in thousands o f communities
across the country.
***
. Each_ do llar th e NEA
mve.sts m t~e arts at~racts
$ 11 m matching funds.
***
E
d II
h NEA
very o ar t e
th
t
inveS s in e 8:ls also acts
as ~n. ec onomic catal ys_t,
~eahzmg a 20-fold retu!° m
Jobs, contracts and services.

*"' *

t/
Conduct family fire drills.
.
t side your home where your
t/4. DO have a prearranged meeting place ou
family knows to gather.
.
h me at every location where a fire
t/s. DO have a fire eJCtinguisher in your o
is likely to start.

Don 't's

.

ear stoves or other sources of fire.

X 6. DO NOT place flammable ma:enals :gs soaked in flammable liquids
X 7. 00 NOT store flammable liquids or
any place in your home .

Xs. DO NOT attempt to put out a fire yourse
easily contained.

!l

If unless it is very small and
'

bef e exiting a burning building.

or
. g b ilding for any reason whatsoever.
X 9. DO NOT attempt to: retrieve valuables
X 10. DO NOT go back into a burnin u

Source: Nat ional Association of State Fire Marshals
e 1992, PM Editorial Services

Th~ NEA helps m~e art
accessible to all Amen cans. '--- - - - - - - - - - --

-

--------------------
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Community Action Co-Sponsors Holiday Festival:
, ,.
he Riverside County ,.
Department
of
Community Action will be
partnering with Volunteers of
America, KABC-TV, Ralph's
Groceries, Los Angeles
Magazine and Music Plus for
this year's "7 Caring Gifts"
holiday campaign. The highlight
of the campaign will be a
"Worlds Largest Gift Basket"
event at the KABC-TV studio,
located at 1960 Chicago ""'""""
in Riverside. The event will be
held on December 12th from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Other , ,
local sponsors are the City of "' .
"Riverside and The United Way.
Refreshments and entertainment
will be provided at this televised food items and unwrapped toys
event at which viewers will be to benefit ·needy families.
asked to bring non-perishable Entertainment will include disc

T

Frank Flowers, MD, a family
practitioner at the Kaiser
Permanente Medical Center in
Riverside, was recently named
the "1992 Physician of The
Year." The announcement, made
by Area Medical Director
participate in activities that will
Michael Neri, MD, marks the
he fifth annual observance increase awareness about
second awarding of the honor to
of World AIDS Day is HIV/AIDS and strengthen AIDS
Flowers, who was also named scheduled for December 1, 1992, prevention acti vities. Being
"Physician of the Year'' in 1989.
a day in which people around the Alive (people with HIV/AIDS
C ONT INUED ON B - 8 1 wo rld are encouraged to Action Coalition), Inland AIDS
~ territying"andWBfienJ.,oeadlyl'ref ?
the
. :tiorispipJ~tw~eri)3l~{!s~~nt:' .•...H . loyment rate:in -~e 'population
t{P9li_c~i.,[ .h is :WC>J:~i!Hi:~f.Offi'~'.i_•·~ cawhol~. an4 iS'_devastating to
4niended,:readihg,.yo_iftcahsll.,re;:J ,th'e ego, it serves· as the impetus
.·• ·_tl\me':entireJamilyI:ht'>"t<~ ui'.,l\;,, to·the 'continuous erosion of the
,•,We;know'thatlifo•forBl~c1c ;; male in his primary role as the
,Jn inAme:rica·contiriues to''be'f family provider. The problem is
>'l)%ril~l!,S or~e~l. -qiven the.. m~de more complex as an
otfrightenmg stattstlcs gathe~ b y unprecedented number of Black
\ the Children's Defense Fund: a .,.w omen have moved into the:
Blapk male has a 1 in 24 chance.4' forefrontmaking major accom. o(being imprisoned while in his ·' plishmen~ in politics, entertain20's. A Black male has a 1 in 4S .ment, science, sports and a vari.
chance of,. being a cocaine abus- ety of
oll-<~r
areas.
.
·::::-,:,::--:::
\
.,
, ,,"er. a l in 5 chance ofl:>ecoming
ft f)'.t/ .,
'E
L • ~ M
.
. .
· .a marijuana abuser and a 2 in 5 ·. Tpan!csgiving is a time for
1st
1
•. ;~~-~~ , ~.•
~~,: '.D.c /;,.; .. '' '"' ., P~~ce o.f becoming an.alcoho! ,· _g athe~g'.t~g~~-~f ~ith family
•}:t'.A.FFII,WING OUR MEN "·i. · abuser.,AJ3lack male today.has .. and-fnends-;,f or g1vmg thanks:
AlsaJute :to Essence maga~·; a l ,in(l7 j;harice'of ~ing ·a vie,- , !Vs a good time.to make a famj.:.
~inehlbe magazine_~s,N~v~ ~,jI'.tun :o.~ yiolent~tjm~'.d~ri,ng'. his' ~Jy'co~i.tment.'fhe gre~st gift
l~SU~ •.J~e,s · a ,cand~d&" !nd ,,~;,tee!l (~ ,~d only a 1 ID. } ,465. •· rwe can. give our f~~r, l>rotbers,
proyocauve look :at thC'.'state 9-t)CChancef<,f Jjecomjng .a11.rffL:/Jovers and sons is to ;treatthem

·

autographs. All donations
collected
at
KABC-TV
Riverside Bureau will be
distributed by the Department of
Community Action to needy
families. The public is invited. ,
For further information:
contact Ada Singleton-Moore a .
(909) 341-8819.

New Drug
For Cancer .
To Be Tested:

S

jockeys, ethnic dancing and live
bands. Santa G aus will also· be
on-hand for photographs with

uramin, an experiment.ti
drug that has shown
encouraging preliminary results
in thwarting advanced prosta(e
children. News personalities, cancer, is now being tested on a
Gene Gleason and Bob Banfield wider scale at UCLA's Clark
will be on hand to provide Urology Center and Bowyei:
Oncology Center.
UCL~
Medical Center is the only site
c hallenge of AIDS will be on the Wet Coast to offer the
strengthened by stressing how experimental treaonent,
"If Suramin proves to be
critical it is for individuals and
communi ties
to
pledge effective, it could provide an
themselves fully to the fight important new approach to
against AIDS. In addition, World advanced prostate cancer
AIDS Day will continue to treatment," said Dr. Ari.e
promote support and care for all Belldegrun Associate Professor
HIV-infected persons and people of Surgery/Urology at th~
with AIDS , their families and UCLA School of Medicine. H
friends, and help combat and Dr. Peter Rosen, Professor
of Medicine at the UCLA
discrimination and isolation.
The ultimate goal is to have School o f Medicine, are
as many people as possible conducting the study, which will
within U.S. communities and include approximately 30
around the world communicating participants. Patients will
the
Suramin
about AI DS to he ighten receive
awareness of AIDS as a global intravenously in eight weekly
challenge and to create the unity cycles, and be evaluated
essential to the worldwide effort p~riodically with X-rays. CT
against AIDS . For more scans and bone scans.
infomiation call (909)784-2437.

'AIDS Day' To Be Held In Riverside On December 1st

T

·1ac1crmenisdou61e' unem-

.

),·

e!

iiif!f\W~J~~J~it1~?.~I~:i~d,.,· :~t~~f;$;T;:
~ths£~s}J3lack ~d;1~f
K>li ' cJsm;1;with1a}gi:bu@

· ~I>Sta'cppuntsifor;12/3;;pf;;aj.1

· ~;ltlls iamQi:1g Bla~k'.ri)eQf Mo · ·

·oM'.))Ve'm~encoui;age thein,
,d show .them in\.all ourJ nter

~·~-- ~r~iF ~Iii!

Project and Riverside County's
Health Service Agency are
asking everyone to turn on their
headlights to commemorate
World
AIDS
Day.
HEADLIGHTS ON !!! This is a
simple act that allows people to
m ake a big statement about
AIDS and HIV Infection.
Approximately 180 countries
a round the world have
de signated this day to draw
public attention to the AIDS
pandemic. Locally, World AIDS
Day 1992 will provide a unique
opportunity for groups and
o rganizations to sponsor
activities simultaneously that
will increase awareness about
HIV/AIDS and reinforce AIDS
p revention activities. The
worldwide effort to meet the

_HOLIDAY .
HOURS
OPEN
EVERYDAY!

Satifrdays and fiu~dliil :, ·:•-~ · ... .

DEN

Denise Ellison-McCarthy
"Economically scaled" - or
·ust plain small- homes with
abbreviated spaces can present
big decorating opportunities.
Bungalows, ranch-style homes
on small lots, townhouses and
condominiums offer the challenge of using available space
effici ently and serviceably.
Don't short-change your decorat-

GREAT VARIETY!
-Stereos
•Mens & Ladles Shoes

jFONTANA INDOORJ

•Mens & Ladles Clothlftl
•Socks & Lingerie
•Baby Clothes
•To11
•Harvey Davidson

UNDER

~;:~ii

SWAP MEET

INC.

Apparel

•Lugage
•Beaut7 Supplies
-Great Gift Ideas
•And Mum More

formerly Fontana Discount Mart

9n3 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335

.

FOR LEASING INFORMATION:

30% -70 %

CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS
1571 HARMONY cm.
ANAHEIM, CA 92807
(800) 899-8910

Vendors Wanted

OFF

ONE OF THE LARGEST BLACK-OWNED
MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS IN CALIFORNIA.
SERVING NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOMERS
ORDERS SlilPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS. SAMEDAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE.
CALL TODAY FOR PRICING, AVAILABILITY
AND TO RECEIVE A CATALOGUE

D ECORATING

..

•Jewelers

!!!ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES,
OFFICE MANAGERS!!!
PRESENTING
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS
A FULL-LINE DISTRIBUTOR OF
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT, PROSTHETICS, HOME HEALTH
CARE SUPPLIES, ORTHOPEDIC, AND DENTAL
NEEDS

claustrophobic!
Since pale colors recede, the
lighter the wall and floor colors,
the larger a room will seem.
Traditionally, ceilings are painted lighter than the walls to raise
it visually. If a low ceiling is
more of a problem than the size
of the room, a wall covering with
a vertical stripe would visuaiiy
raise the ceiling height.
Patterned carpets or wallcoverings with a light background
give a feeling of depth and might
be just the answer for a small
space.
Adding a framed mirror or
even mirroring an entire wall can
visually double the room size.
But note what the mirrors will
reflect If it's an eyestore you •n
double that too!
One of the benefits of a small
space is that it makes its inhabitants feel cozy and comfortable.
U se your space with the preceding guidelines in mind and create the inviting warm look you

Stores

Free HQlii/ay Pictur:e 'JV;ith''Sa 'tqt'

CALL (909) 428-0818.

ing tastes; just interpret your
preferences a little smaller!
Select furniture that is scaled
to your room size. Small furniture can· make a sm all room
seem a great deal larger. In a living room, for example, you may
want to choose the cozy look of
matching love seats instead of a
larger sofa and chairs. Sofas
with open legs, such as
Chippendale or Queen Anne,
take up less visual space-but be
careful not to have a room that's
"all legs". Balance the openlegged pieces with solid ones,
perhaps a small skirted, or an
enclosed wood table. Stay away
from coffee tables, they tend to
fill up a room. Glass topped
tables are a good option because
the eye continues to travel
through the glass surface.
Eliminate clutter. For some
reason, many people are compelled to fill every square inch of
space. Unfortunately, the end
result is unsettling and even

Many Types Of

,.

1/td4t E¥'"f411t ~
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• FAX (714) 693-7832

FRANK J. MCGILL • OWNER

Z,~1f/4

Tri - Star

Tri _ Star
., Family Dental Centre
• G eneral Dentistry .
• Dental
Lab On Premises
.
·
• Same Day Repair
• Most Ins u ranc e Acc epted
• Chlldre n
•Seniors

'

.
1
~~u~~~S-~r

HOURS

9 A.M-6 P.M.' :
Wednesday;· ·::
1oA.M.-7P.M. · :
Friday
9A.M.-6P.M.
Saturday. , •·

by appt

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
RIalto
(714) 875-1299

,- .,
1·,

.

. Call For Your Appointmenl
Dr. Robert Williams

•

One on One Ob
1800 N. Western Ave. Ste. 202
San Bemardino, CA 902411

Dr: Lloyd B. Walicer- - - - - - - - -- - - - -
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,United Way Co-Sponsor
Grant Writing Workshop
United Way of the Inland
,Valleys and the County of
Riverside's Department of
Community Action will cosponsor two Grant-writing
:Workshops for non-profit
':agencies and community
prganizations serving Riverside
~ounty.
The first workshop will be
held on Tuesday, December 1
:from 8:00 am to noon, in
juverside. A second workshop
will be held on Thursday,
December 3, from 8:00 a.m. to
hoon in Perris.
: The workshops ar open to
}he public. A $5 per person fee
:will be charged to cover the
<:ost of materials.
For
i-egistration forms or more
lnformation, call Mary Ann
Stalder, United Way of the
jnland Valleys, at (909) 782$)550.

r-,etropolitan Names
Adams Chief Of Operations
: Don Adams, of Canoga Park,
h 23-year veteran of the
tvfetropolitan Water District of
Southern California, today was
named the next chief of
operations for the Southland's
largest water distributor.
· "His length of service in the
9perations, planning and
resources
divisions
at
Metropolitan, and uniformly
excellent performance, made
Don the outstanding candidate
for this position," said Carl
Boronkay, general manager, as
ne
announced
Adam ,'
selection.

Literacy Volunteers Help
New Readers
The Literacy Center at the
Norman F. Feldheym Central
Library, 555 West Sixth Street,
is a busy place. More than
sixty learners a day come to the
center for classes in Adult
Basic Education and English as
~ Second Language. Learners
with children up to eight years
old can participate in a Families
for Literacy program. The
Center also offers schoolage
children help with home work.
This would not be possible
without a dedicated group of
volunteers. For information on
the times of the classes call
(900) 381-8226.

orris
Communications, a Riverside
based Radio Broadcasting/
Communications company, will
offer a 8 session workshop in
Radio Broadcasting.
The workshop is designed
for those interested in
developing the skills necessary
to write and produce their own
radio
programs
and
commercials. In addition, the
workshop will cover voice-over
(announcing) techniques and
interviewing skills.
According to Larry Morris,
producer and coordinator of the
workshop, "this workshop will
be extremely beneficial to those
whose job requires that they
Morris at studio giving pointers to talent during the
create and disseminate Public Larry Morris editing soundtrack .,or audio/visual sllde
production of a radio )Ingle/ commercial.
Service
Announcements presentation (audio production).
(PSAs), for the purpose of
infonning the public about their
It is evident that Morris not Search), and Marla Gibbs and Lois Carson of the NCNW and is December 3rd. and the fee is
company or organization".
only knows his work but enjoys Hal Williams of the TV series Department of Community $200 for the 8 week sessions.
Morris holds a B.A. in it as well, he feels this way: "It's 227, and radio spots for Action, and Jose Marquez now Space is limited so register
Communications (Radio TV, a plus to be able to work at MacDonalds and Motown Director of the American Heart early. Contact: Larry Morris
FILM), and has worked for something you really love to do Records' Boyz II Men.
Association. In addition, Morris Communications at (714)276WREG TV (CBS affiliate) in and get paid for it!"
In the Inland Empire, he has produces two(2) radio programs 2881.
Memphis, Tennessee. He has
Morris has interviewed writings and/or aud10/visual for local ministers; James
worked as a producer in and/or created productions that credits for Linda Dunn of Franklin of New Covenant
Finally Morris states: " I feel
corporate communications for included notables like: Cicely Inland Counties Health Systems Bible Church, Moreno Valley, that its a unique opportunity for
Beverly Hills based City Tyson, Lou Rawls, Frank Agency, the American Cancer and Reverand John Bowers of those who attend the workshop,
National Bank.
Sinatra, Ed McMahon (Star Society(Riverside), the City of Mt. Zion MBC in S.B., each because this is an actual
San Bernardino Department of program airs weekly on local working business, not a school,
Public Health with Beverly radio.
that can reflect the practical
Wright, Dr. S' Ann Freeman
The workshop is slated to application of broadcasting/
coordinator of the Literacy begin January 7th (Thursday) communications on a daily
Center at the S.B. City Library, from 6:30pm -9pm. Registration basis".

Latimore Gets Promotion
From Coca-Cola USA

C

The Economic Emancipation Of Af_
rican-Americans

oca-Cola USA today
announced that James
Latimore has been named
ichard E. Barber, Sr., of
director of African-American
Somerset, New Jersey,
consumer marketing.
recently published a book that
In his new position, Mr.
seems destined to become a
Latimore will be responsible for
bestseller among the nation's
marketing, promotional and
community and economic
community relation activities
development groups, church and
targeted at the Africanreligious organizations, and the
American consumer segment.
academic
and
business
Mr. Latimore joins Cocacommunities.
'
Cola USA after more than 10
The title of the book, the
years experience in marketing James Latimore
Economic Emancipation of
positions with consumer consumer product brands, African-Americans (Let the
products and food companies. including HomeStyle Gravy. Church say Amen), gives a clue
From 1983 to 1990, Mr. From 1990 until this year, he to the author's comprehensive
Latimore was employed with served as regional marketing and practical approach for
Heinz USA, where he held a manager for Kentucky Fried economic emancipation of
number of marketing positions Chicken. Mr. Latimore is a African-Americans by economic
of increasing responsi'bility graduate of the University o "self-reliance" through the
over that period . He was North Alabama and has an church community and women's
product manager for several of MBA degree from Indiana organizations by leveraging
the
company's
leading University.
financial institutions; and
financial support system for
historically African-American
colleges and universities.
time broadcasts, their network
Barber explains that the
and rating:
purpose
of the book is to invite a
"60 Minutes," CBS, 22.5;
ABC also got a boost from its
cross-section
of persons from
comedy "Roseanne," which "Roseanne," ABC, 21.4; "The
the
nation's
urban
and rural
Jacksons"
(ABC
Sunday
Night
finished second. The episode
communities
to
participate
in
Movie),
ABC,
21.1;
"Murphy
introduced Morgan Fairchild as
national
economic
the gay love interest for regular Brown," CBS, 20.4; "Cheers," this
NBC, 19.7; "Coach, " ABC, emancipation movement in
guest Sandra Bernhard.
The top spot went to the CBS 18.2; "Home Improvement," implementing an "Economic
newsmagazine "60 Minutes," ABC, 17.9; "Sinatra" (CBS Emancipation Plan" for Africanand the CBS comedy "Murphy Tuesday Movie), CBS, 17 .2; Americans: to chart a new
Brown" was fourth. NBC's "Murder She Wrote," CBS, direction away from "a welfare
16.9; "NFL Monday Night and economic dependency
"Cheers" was fifth.
Football,"
ABC, 16.8.
Two
ABC
comedies,
"Coach"
and
"Home
Improvement," were six and r
seventh, respectively.
Rounding out the top 10 were
I part two of the CBS movie
"Sinatra" in eighth, "Murder
She Wrote" on CBS in ninth
and ABC's "Monday Night
Football" in 10th.
ABC was first among
by mailing this subscription form to:
network news shows with an
11.8 average rating, followed by
CBS with a 10.5 and NBC with
BLACK VOICE NEWS
a 9.3.
Here are the top 1O prime
P.O. Box 1581

R

mentality" to "a self-help and
economic
self-reliance"
philosophy with the church
community in a primary and key
ode; to assign specific tasks and
responsibilities to participating
churches, community and
women's organizations with
goals, timetables and 'full
accountability; to share an
understanding of the power of
knowledge and the creative use
of Penny Power.
The target audience for this
book is African-Americans and
supporters "sick and tired of
beif!g sick and ~ired" of the

perennial status quo and welfare
dependency of our people and
are willing and ready to commit
themselves to "a new
progressive economic agenda
based on a self-help and
economic self-reliance" Plan
and Philosophy.
Copies of this book are
available at $7.95 per copy plus
$2.00 for postage and handling
from Penny Lovers of America,
Inc., P.O. Box 6141, Somerset,
New Jersey 08875-6141, or at
Brown's Books, (909) 889-

0506.

~acksons' TV Movie Takes ABC To The Top

The

Jacksons hit the charts
again, this time in a made-for'l;V movie about the singing
cJan that helped ABC to its third
straight weekly ratings win.
• ABC had a 13.4 percent
average rating for the week of
Nov. 9-15, according to figures
r~leased Tuesday by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. CBS was second
with a 12.9 average, followed
by NBC with an 11.6 average.
: Each ratings point represents
931,000 homes.
The networks are battling
tlirough November sweeps, one
of four periods each year in
which local stations set
advertising rates. The sweeps
run through Nov. 25.
Southern California native,
Monica Calhoun who played the
adolescent/young adult Ribbi
Jackson, is a up and coming
young actress. Because of the
Jackson TV-Movie Calhoun is
stepping out in the national
spotlight. But she is no stranger
to the bright lights. Calhoun;s
credits are: "The Friends",
"Bagdad Cafe",, "She Stood
Alone", "Pacific Station,"
Taking A Stand" (A teen film),
"It will stand" (A TV pilot),
"Getting Straight", "Superior
Coun", "The Judge", "Children
Of The Night" (First film at age
13), a CBS movie of the week.
She has worked along stars
such as Danny Devito, Robert
Steinmiller, Debbie Allen arid
Shennan Hemsley.
Pan one of "The Jacksons:
An American Dream" finished
in third place.

Subscribe
to the
Black Voice

•

.,

Riverside, CA 92502

Tell Us
How \/Ve
Can
Improve
The Paper
(714) 6826070 ..

✓ I have enclosed $32.33

REACH
FORTHE POWER.
TEACH.

,Name: __________________ _
I

I

!Address:
I
1

------------------

!City: ________ State:_ Zip _ _ __
I
I

!Phone:
I
-------1

I

Subscribe T~ The VoiCe

·

·

No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to wake up the world. T~achers have
that power. Reach for it. Tea ch. For information call :

1-800-45-TEACH.
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PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

m.,,,,, SU.1'...1et.s

FOR THE BEST

·-"'~

Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling

Best Draperies

INTRAVELPLANS

.&Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
.A.All Carper-Linoleum $5 yd.
.&Mini Blinds - Verticals 50% off
.&Reupholstery 150.00 8ft. couch
.&Churches carpet restretch $3 yd.
Call (714) 689-0648.

specializing In

Two story and single story painting Int/ext.
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms.

Attorney at Law

M~F.15

t all repair or replace

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

!l
I

'

.

,

(714)874-3831

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714-242-3414

P.O. Box 2182
Rialto, CA 92376

15 yrs. exp.

51.nytliing (joes
'Boutique

Centur~

Otis Jones
Attorney At

~l~
McKenzie

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

3856 La Sierra
Avenue
Riv~rside,
California
92505

'Dresses•Suit.s •Casual and'Evening 'Wear
• J1.cassories
HAS MOVED TO
COURTYARD CENTER
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET
COLTON, CA 92324

Law

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More ...
-=='--ii')

6510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA
92506
Umar Abdul-Hakim

Our Hours Are:
Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -

Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

:~!!!!.~~amily ~-r,(."·-~·~::~•i;:~'~
-. ,, . ~-- ~-

(714)683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Friday
s.tun1ay.sunc1ay

✓----■

•

Pork Rib Dinner $6.50

,

_.

,oirr~1·
%N11\0N ·

8151 Arlington Ste Y
Riverside, CA 92503 - (714) 353-1909 or 1948
Hairweaves & Braids
50% off (T-W-TH)
Curls
45.00
Hair Color
15.00
elaxer, Cellophane, Cut
45.00
Pedicure/ Manicure
12.00 / 6.00
Blow Dry & Curl
15.00
Press & Curl
20.00
Walk-Ins Welcome/ exp. 10-30-92

RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION.

n onn:.'i

'J

and casual dining. movies,
~ ~'··•·;11' · - -recreation. merchandise and
~~'
services. Full of savings for all ages.
For more infonnatioa, call:

5
_

JI 'IO'lJC!}{ 01" CLJilSS

CARPET: REPAIR -

~·-

Lie.#
389763

Min.
$45.00

Only

$10

Also Carpet Steam Oeaning
Call Richard (714) 873-0771

JBL ENTERTAINMENT
(714)369-5275
GOLD C SAVING SPREE

E
GENERAL
LIC#
USY
BE
~ 1CUSTOM DESIGNS CONTRACTOR 515831

Jilli·'

·11

EXPERIENCE IT ALL!
FASHION, G LAMOUR, B EAUTY
ROMANCE!!!
TREAT YOURSELF TO
PRO FESSlONAL MAKEUP
ARTISTRY, STYLlNG, AND A

714/682-5442

Beer Rib Dinner $6.00

(714)781-9575
Tanya Humphery

Hours
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

714-783-3344
Visa-Mastercard Accepted

Stuffed
~¥a--

"t

indigo

215 FWY• Washington & Mt. Vernon

We would like to list
and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

(714) 8885579.

Just Opened

Next To Berean Christian Store

(714) 789-1175

Call Me At

African-American
Gift & Bookstore

Chicken Dinner $5.00

DlFFERENT NEW LOOK AT .. .

All dinners come with your choice of any two side

dishes of Potato Salad, Baked Beans, Cole Slaw,
Macaroni & Cheese, Com Salad or Collard Greens.

GRANNY'S BARB QUE

You Nome it, We Can Do it!

• Additions • Remodeling • Build
New Commercial/Residential

THE IMAGE MAKER
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

20% OFF ON DRAWINGS
SO LET'S GET BUSY!
*SPECIAL*

--Agency--

S PECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

CALL US TODAY AT

(714)924-3534.
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!
WE ALSO 00 PROFES.5IONAL ACTING AND

DON'T GET STUNG BV UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #598303

COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AN D PORTFO LIOS.

~Morris
!lJJCommunications

-Audio • Video Recording
-Voice Overs/Narrations

i.

Frl'l' D l'r110

State Farm Insurance
·Bt
Specializing In
Larry Morris
•Church
•Business
Writer/ Producer
•Condominiums
-Audio Visual, Slide Presentation
ilife
•Apartments -Radio • T V • Commercials

--1 ns u rance-1-714-653-1133

M ORENO VALLEY

at Competitive Prices

Tuesday-Wednesday

Charles L. Stewart

SUNNYMEAD BLVD.,

• Fire Damage
•Water Damage
• Room Additions
•New Homes
and more...

Included with construction contract

1/4 BBQ Chicken
Dinner $3.50
*Note* Closed On Monday Includes 2 side dishes

24715-D

specializing in:

ITPAYST~.~~KWELL,;

Radio Spot
\\ ith \ d

276-2881

•

Sf '~ Qal&g

Jot's Slir

Specializing in African-American A rt

Birbtr S~ap

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE

(714) 686-8398
Alicia & Howard Lee,

6178 Juanro Way
~verside, CA 92504

J;gM

RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467

1

JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP. !
t-----~---------+--------------+----------------1------------_;_
__....

B Graphics And Fine Arts

BRE DANCE STUDIO

DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?

Home of Riverside Dance Theatre

Studio Gallery And Distribution
14300 Elsworth Street
Suite 104
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Artist/Owner:
CHARLES A. BIBBS
Phone: (714) 697-4750

(714)684-0484

OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CURRENTLY HAS STUDENTS
APPEARING IN MOVIES •
ON STAR SEARCH AND
OTHER STATE AND
NATIONAL COMPETITION
Beginning thru Professional
Children Teens Adults
Private and Group Lessons
Gyrotonic Equip

M-F 9 to 6
Sat. 9-3

787-8707

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG- LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79

SAM LEE

WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling

Riverside, CA 92507

call

Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & recptlon :,
Halls. lrtcludes: Minister, Organist.& water fountains. ,
License also avall~ble h~:· .hQlds 2-300 guests.
-.
Semi Formal - $1'25 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding &' Reception - $550
Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase,
Basic Wedding
Equity Loan, Debt Consolldatlon, Remodeling
Incl. Lie. - $91
r Commercial Propeny?
Call for many other services
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us at
and Wedding programs.
MORTGAGE CONSULTANTS, t«:.

(714) 273-7510. William Powell, 'President
Orange Coast Mongage Consultants
250 East Rincon Suite 201
Corona, CA 91719

682-6070

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

(714) 357-6993

,.

...

for advertisement information

,~: ~Jl t l:',·;.;,·r.•·n;".' "',o
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~. ~
13819 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana, CA 92335

1

•
23080 D-220 Alessandro Bin i • Morl·no \'alky, CA

Precession cuts
Press & curls
Relaxers

! ..

"Sen•ing the Comm1111i~rll'ithQuality Careand Etpert Sen·ice. •

c----------------~

to Ga~IC Rose
IBlouses .......................................$2.50 I Next
and eon Jose
ILaundry Shirts..........................$1.00 I -~ ~""""'"' ~
1Pants ••••••..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$2.00 1 ~ I>< I ~
1 •
$4 75 1
Alessandro
1Swts ............................................ . I
IDresses .......................................$4.75 I
PLANT
l(Silk X-tra)
I ON PREMIS ES
.JC

, !

West.a~BJttk::Mcirtgage•·;

3s7~19Jq•i:,,:<114)216~s556:~a:JJ,,
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Religion
CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS
The Black Voice News
FONTANA
Methodist
Bethel AME
Morris A. Buchanan. Pastor
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana. CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
(7'14) 350-9646
Sooday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
B.T.U.
5:00p.m.
Player and.Bible
'Study Wed.
7:00p.m.
Ephesian New Testament
R~v. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
(7'14) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
• (see ad for services)

New Covenant Bible Church
P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(714) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m.

PERRIS
Baptist
New Hope Baptist
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sundtly Worship
11:00 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Jesse Wilson
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris. CA 92370
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a:m.
Morning Worship
Adventist
Youth Program
4:00p.m.

Non Denominational
Loveland
Chuck Singleton. Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

GRAND TERRACE
Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship
E. Orlando Dillion. Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace. CA 92324
(714)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY

REDLANDS
Baptist
Community Missi.onary Baptist
939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(714) 793-2380
Second Baptist, Redlands

Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church
Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
15950 Indian Ave.• MV
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

Pastor A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
Morning Worship

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851
The Living Word Deliverance
Center
Pastors Harvey & Dean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
12:30pm
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm
,

RIVERSIDE
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside. CA 92501
(714) 686-9406

9:15 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

RIALTO

Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 688-7872 Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.

.Canaan Baptist Church.
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside. CA 94504
(714)353-1010
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Church
Workers Meetir.g
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
Wednesday
7:00p.m.
Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(714) 486-9864
Dr. E. Jones
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m
Friendship Missi.onary
Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson

First Baptist

Sunday

San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

tW

Chuck Singleton
Senior Pastor

Institute of Divine
¥ etaphysical Research
William Beamon
(714) 823-2200
(Meeting Place)
582 W. Valley Blvd.
Colton, CA 92324
Mailing Address-P.O. Box 0012
Fontana, CA 92324
(Meeiing Times)
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Sunday - 11 :00 am - 1:00 pm

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside , CA 92502
(714)684 -7532
Sunday Services
Sunday Sch o ol
9: 15 a.m .
Devotional Servi ce s 10: 15 a.m.
Nurs ery Op e ned
10: 15 a.m . ·
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m .
Prayer Serv ices
7:00 p .m.

Pas t or T . E ll swort h

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Order of Services

9:45 AM .
. 8:00 AM & 11 :00AM
7:00PM .
Teen Summit Tuesday

, Sunday School
Morning Worship

6:30PM
7:00 PM

Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission - 1:30 pm
1

Wednesday

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, _California

(714) 887-5213

WEEKLY SERVICES

Tuesday

Loveland Church Administration Offices·
13053 Baseline Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
714-899-0777

Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study

::--:=:::

Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am
Morning Worshlp-10:45 am
Bible Study & Choir Practice• 6:00 pm

Temple
Missionary
Baptist
;Cfturch-

'

hurch 5::r:r+?w,-

211 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

D

1583 West Union Street .
P.O. Box 7333

Apostolic/Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00am.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Gantt, II

Sunday Worship Location:
Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

•'

New J oy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside. CA
(see as for services)

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sanday School
8:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.n.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
1:30 p.m.

Worship With Us At

•

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St
Riverside, CA 92508
(714) 78Q-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
5:30p.m.
BYPU (1st)
6:00p.m.
Evening

Worship Serwices

Morning Service 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Stuay
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Jiaymond T·urner, Pastor

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Anthony Pascall. Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Sorig Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.
•- ll;OOa.m.
Church Service
Adventist Youth
Services
4:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30p.m.
Friday Evening

ANDS TEMPLE
171111th St.
Riverside, CA 81507
(714)883-1517

SUNDAY SERVICES

Service Times:
8:00a.m.
Hallelujah Service
11:00 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
6:00p.m.
' The Gteat Family Assembly

Good News Missionary Baptist
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
P.O. Box 55743
(714) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song&
Praise Service
9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Fellowship
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Riverside. CA 92507
Pastor
(714) 684-8782
6770 Magnolia
Sunday Service
Riverside, CA 92507
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m. (714)684-9160
Sunday school
9:30 a.m. _. Sunday Service Service
.Morning Worship
10:45 a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
:Baptist Training
·union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
'Tues. Teachers
Riverside, CA 92507
7:00p.m.
Meeting
·wed. Prayer Meeting &
(714) 684-7532 .
Sunday
Services
7:00p.m.
Bible Study
Sunday School
9: 15 a.m.
"Blood Bought" Deliverance
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.·
Ministries
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
(Ari inter-denominational Ministry) Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
Pastor Patrick Belton
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Sunday Services
Wednesday
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNSt. John Baptist
Crown Room, 1200 University
Rev. C. James, Pastor
Avenue, Riverside. CA 92507
2433 10th Street
Call (714) 788-2563 for info.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0000
The Powerhouse COGIC
Sunday Services
Rev. McDowell
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
2843 11th St
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Riverside. CA 92507
Evening Service
6:00p.m.
(714)684-6923
Worship Services
RUBIDOUX
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m. Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
Bible Study
5306ODEL
Tuesday
7:30p.m.
Rubidoux, CA
General Service
·sunday
Services
Friday
7:30p.m.
Morninp; Worship
8:00a.m.,
Sunday
School
9:30a.m.
Church Of Godin Christ
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Refreshing Spring Temple
B.T.U.
5:30p.m. ·
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
Evening
Service
7:00p.m.
2883 7th Street
Riverside. CA 92507
. Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
(714) 784-0860
2625 Avalon Street
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Riverside, CA 92509
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Mailing
Address:
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
P.O.
Box
1355
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
Riverside,
CA 92502
. activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.
(714) 686-1580

Non Denominational

BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(71 4)350-9401

O ';es~ u'io:} N

services at calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal
1:30 p.m.

Greater Faith Missi.onary Baptist
Rev. H. Branon
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
(714)788-2500
Worship Services
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship & Praise
12:30p.m.

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside; CA 92507
(See ad for services)

First Baptist Church ,
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Foi:itana, Ca
(714) 822-4349

L
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Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm

Sunday Morning Bible Class .................................9:45 am
, Sunday Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
!· Sunday Evening Worship .......................................6:00 pm
'. Tuesday Teen Bible Study .......................................6:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study ...........................................7:00 pm

NEW JOY
ST. PAUL A.M.E.
BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH
Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
: 1355 W. 21st. Street
4491 Kansas Ave.
: San Bernardino, CA 92411
Riverside, CA
(714)887-1718
Worship Services
Sunday:
' Sunday Worship
9:15a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Service
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Sunday Schoot 9:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Tuesday:
Blble Study 7:00 p.m . .
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.
Study
7:00 p.m.
Rev. Charles Br ooks
..

.

..:
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,"~veryone Is ~elc_ome" r
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Joy will be sponsoring "Visitors
Recognition Day". This is a
time when the Church in a very
special way gives honor and a
salute to every visitor who share
in the worship services on that
day. Much tender loving-care
has been engaged in planning
this exciting time of sharing and
praising the Lord together.
The New Joy Family j oins
Pastor Munford in extending a
warm welcome to everyon e.
New Joy's,Kansas Ave. S.D .A.

Ray Of Hope Delivers
The Ray of Hope Ministries
would like to invite the public
to come out and witness God's
Power to deliver, restore and
deliver true joy, on December
13, 1992.
Many guest ministries will be
on hand to join in on this time of
joy and blessings.
These guest incl ude Rev.
Dwight Pledger, New Life
Church, Author of "The Big
L ie". on December 11th, 7:00

~~b=~te;f~~h!:~~i~e~~~~
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Message To Community

Temple COGIC , will be the
gues t speaker on December
12th, 7:00 pm at Holy

Thursda

St. Paul A.M.E. Receives : :;- ·visitors Recognition Day,
n Sunday Novemb e r
29th,
at 10: 15 a .m.
Donations
Worship Service N ew
••• ·~. ·«-·-•,.•,.

Pastor Munford
Church, 449 1 Kansas Ave .,
Riverside.
For more information please
call (909) 787-0678.
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13th, 6:00 p m at Tabernacle
Church.
The proceeds from this
program w ill go towards the
opening of the "Center of Hope"
recovery support center in the
city of San Bernardino. For
more information please call
(909) 872-9047.

A Dreamer's Prophecy
The Economic Network,
. D.E.A.L Printing and The
Afri can American Student
Movement (RCC) presents A
Dreamer's Prophecy: "We As A
People" (Will Get To the
Promised Land), a drama
detailing the life of Dr. Martin
L uther King, Jr. Starring:
Jeannie Williams with Special
Guests and Cel ebrities, on
Sunday, January 10, 1993, 3:30
pm, at Riverside Community
College, Landis Auditorium,
4800 Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
CA 92506.
For more information call

IS MY HUSBAND A "WIM~" "'"''·- .,, .,. ~.,., .,:""''""'·'• .
.,._·•· · · ·,. ,;J:t+,+t;;;,,,.,, ";" '"· ,;,1 .· •?
First the movze....
;';:. •+ u7stfop.:

to ,,handle mori.ey,,·he doesjiot;
dis~ipline tlle kids, he does, 'hot,
talce a stand for,our household, .
he,t£U_,;is~to•,'· !1is; p1!r~AJS,tP<>iii;
~very' week, h.-f s 'not beiilg1 j(
man. He acts like a Wimp! 1-IOW''
~an l change him? ' .,,,,,--, ~;,''~' -·::1
Anonymous, Qntari.,o, °CA fi/ /
'lµlswert The :best th.!ng
cari do immediately is keep quiet>'
and go before the Lord in prayer,,
concerning your needs. Genesis
2:18 states that a wife's called to·
~ ,a "helpmate,. or assistiuii'"to
her husband. Your husband
need your help to help him
become a better man. He does
not need you to be critical of
him questioning his manhood.
One of the worse things a wife
could ever do is give the
impression that she believes her
husband is weak, insufficient,
not a good provider and that she,
knows and can do more tha n
him. If you pose this belief to ·
your husband you give place to .
the devil and open a temptation · '
for him to commit adultery_by
looking for ~ woman who
appreciates him and thinks he .is :
somebody.
·
·
1st Peter 3:1-6 instructs wives
to be-godly examples ,. tq

you1

+~r:Y.YIJ'i;p~ves t~at '.tts·company l!i"a caring organization J,y;donatlng $500.00 to St. Paul
J A.M.E/ Church: Rev/ Charles Brooks, Pastor, received,the dOnatlon In a s peclal ceremony at

;it ~Niti:~\tt!~dqulii"t!JJJl ri \Qfltfrl9"pn)Novembe(18, 1992.;, Rev. ,Broo~s states, "that the
ii fµ~ , ;J!G.!!Y~ .)!RfJ~lp;"f~~J!1~!PY;fl~~ famlll~!( on .Thanksgiving Day. Headded, we have

JI te:c,1y,artnore 'ca11s;;tt:11s ;yeari'Jif<>r helpfdue ;to the economic situation Jn our country."
1

Africanlzatlon of Christianity !~t Prese"-tatlorf of 'check{was made '.fo '"1rs. Mary Culverson, an employee of Mervyn•s and a
i/ me~ber:ot st: Paul A.M.E. Church. The Black Firemen's Association also presented two
Conference At Scripps
r Thanksgiving Baskets to Rev. Brooks at the 11 a.m. Service on November 22nd. They have
(909) 787-7743.
donat~ ,Thanksgiving Baskets to St. Paul In the past to help feed the less fortunate

The mutual influence on
African and Christian traditions
was explored at arecent two-day
conf erence entitled "The
Africanization of Christianity."
Sponsored by the Scripps
College Humanities Institute, all
s e ssi ons will be held in the
Humanities Auditorium on the
Scripps c ampus in Claremont,
California . The conference is
free and open to the public.
Lectures explored problems
of conversions in the 19th
century as Christian missionaries
made their way through Africa.

D~~l fDr. 1~g, , 1

Myihi1sband d~:riotlcriow llOW,,;

Annual Women's Day Program

L

ove, will be the theme
for Quinn AME Church
of Moreno Valley, CA
Second Annual Women's Day
Program. The program will be
held at Allen Chapel AME
Church o f R i v e rsi de , 9009
Locust St., at 4 pm, Sunday,
D ecembe r 6, 1992. Quinn' s
special guest will be the Rev.
Carolyn Tyler of Walker Temple
A.M .E. Church of Los Angeles,
CA. Rev. Tyler is know for her

dynamic preaching nd teaching
o f God 's word . Ple ase join
Quinn's family for this event.
For more information p lease
call (714) 887-3076 or (7 14)

· Tell Us
How V\/e
Can
Improve
T he Paper
(714) 6826070 ..

does
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premiering at
Loveland Church

1 ;,
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"THE BIBLICAL
RESPONSE TO

MALCOLMX"

Sunday, Dec. 6th
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.
Etiwanda High Gym
13500 Victoria Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga
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Loveland Church
Rancho Cucamonga
714-899-0777

Quinn AM E
Church
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
P.O. Box 8091
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
(Currently Meeting at Badger
Springs Middle School, 24750
Delphinium St., Corner of Indian
and Delphinium)
486-9399
IOrder of(714)
Service
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Morning Wors hip 10 a.m.
Bible Study 7 p.m. Wednesday (Please call for location).

(714) 888-2038
New Vision Foursquare Gospel
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
,,
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
Lourdes Nelson
Baptist
2110 Ogden St.
"Heart of Revival Church"
Moreno V<1lley
New
Life
Missionary
Baptist
Non
Denominational
San
Bernardino,
CA
92405
1890 W. 30th Street
SAN BERNARDINO
Church
Life Changing Ministries
(714) 887-4864
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Quinn Chapel AME
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
Order of Service
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor
(714)887-3013
Baptist
(Services Held At)
5395 N. 'F' Street
Sunday School
10 a.m. 1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
. Sunday Services
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
24750 Delphinium
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Morning Worship
11 a.m. San Bernardino, CA
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Church
(714)
381-4885
Wednesday
Bible
Services
Celebration
Service
11:00
a.m. (714) 486-9399 / 486-9389
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
(see
ad
for
services)
Study
Sunday
School
9:30
a.m.
Evangelic
Service
6:30
p.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Order of Services
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m. Sunday
All day fasting and prayer
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday School
9am
Apostolic I Pentecostal
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Tuesday Church Service
Sunday Services
10am
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
SundayPrayer Meeting
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
Wednesday
Bilbe Study
Church
Children's Church
11:00 a.m. Friday
7:30p.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m. Rev. Joel Steward
7pm
3153 N. Macy
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Monday(For more infonnation call)
San Bernardino, CA
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m. St. Paul AME Church
Church of God in Christ
(714)
887-1227
/
887-3809
Sunday
Service
Tuesday
Youth
&
Adult
Bible
Rev. Charles Brooks
Carter Memorial
(see
ad
for
services)
Morning
Worship
11
:00
a.m.
Study
6:30
p.m.
1355 W. 21st Street
Grace Bethel MBC
1606 W. 11th St
1st
&
3rd
Wednesday
San
Bernardino,
CA
92411
10250 Cypress Ave
San Bernardino, CA
Macedonia
Baptist
Church
New
Hope
Baptist,
S.B.
Mission
Meeting
6:00
p.m..
(714)
887-1718
Riverside,
CA 92503
(7 14) 381-4475
Rev. C.A. Simpson
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
Thursday
(see ad for services)
(714)352-1688
New Hope COGIC
2042 N. State St.
1575 West 17th Street
Prayer & Praise
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92411
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Service
7:00 p.m. Temple Missionary Baptist Church
· Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 887-2138
(714) 887-2526 Church
Radio Broadcast
Pastor Raymond Turner
(2nd &4th)
(714) 381-2662
'Sunday
9:30 a.m. Sunday Services
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
1583 Union Street
Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _s_u_n_
da_y_Wi
_o_r_sh..;ip;._~_ 1...o_:4_5_a_.m
_.__
M_o_rn_in.;g;..Wi
_o_r_shi..:·p:....._ _8_:_oo_a_.m_
. _ s_at_u_rda...;y;,__ _ _.;,;1:.:.00.:.•.:.
2:,;,;,
00
.:..:;.p..:.m,;,;,·___;S;:.;;an;;,;.;;;B,;,;,ern~ar;,;;;di;;;;,n.;,;;;o,;_
, C;;.;A
~ 9.;;,
24
_1;:.;;1_ _ _ Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m.
Oeveland Hobdy III, Sr. P astor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
urch_SeIVice
11:00am.
dventist Youth Servi~ 5:00 p.m.

Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Ev,angelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided
.,

.
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6-Foot Artificial Tree•

Beautiful life-like tree. Easy to set up and store.
With stand.
•oecorotions not included.

Collectible Ponelain Dolls

9.99.. -~" 2.99

V-lfal Care Hair Care

tacil.49 ~ Jlc15.49~

Assorted styles. 14 inch.

3$
FOR

12-lnch Ceramic Santa Claus
4 designs.

20 Month Planner

4· x 6". Assorted styles. Colors may vary. #P0-1
• 24 MOIIIII Planner. s·xr. As1't. styles. #M-1. 9. 99

Ill. MC
UGI

Brawny

Paper Towels

Shampoo, Conditioner, Mousse, Hair
spray and Hot oil in assorted sizes
and fonnulas.

Pepsi

12-oz. cons. Regular, Diet and Mountain Dew.

Budweiser or Miller leer

12-oz. bottles. lutl: Regular, Light or Dry.~
Genuine Draft, Lite, High Life or Genuine Draft.

Your Thrifty

Pharmacy 1s
Computerized to:
• Provide you with faster.
service for new and refill
prescriptions.
• Review the prescription
drugs you are currently
taking, so your Thrifty
pharmacist can help you
avoid any possible
interadions wHh your
newly prescribed drug.
• Plus much more.

•• 'Ute ..4.....~~ ,4/J••
I

~-

I

COUPONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

181 Channel Random Access Cable Ready
Full Function Infrared Remote Control
Soft Touch Channel/Volume Up/Down Control
Lost Program Memory Recall
Bectronic time clock
24 hour on-off timer
On screen graphics
Plus Much More While stocks last .

I

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.

:

Our AdYllthlng Polley: If an hm is not described as r.tuc.d Of sale, ii may be at the rtGUlar priCII. A regular priCII, though not r.tuc.d, Is an outstondkia value. Our intention Is to havt
every adY9l1iMd hm In llock and on our shelves. If your local - . should Ml out of any oclvettisecl illm during the 10le period, Of should an nm not orrive due to unforeMtn circumstancts,
thi Slol't wl laut a Courtesy Card (ralncheck) on request for the 111m to be purchased at the sole priCII wherever ovalloblt. This does not ODPIY to cleoronce and close-out soles Of to
IP'cial purchases where quonlitles ore llmittcl to stodt ovciloblt. No soles to cleolen. Umit rights IIMl'YtCI. ·

: MANUFACTURERS' :

:

Craig 1r Color Television
with Remote Control
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Support This
Holiday Season
- Black Voice News Staff
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,Moreno Valley Police Harass Moreno Blacks
:Together
· We Can

their program to harass minority
motorist of Moreno Valley? It
seems as if they are parking near
Black businesses and picking on
minority motorist, meanwhile
some one is doing thousands of
dollars worth of damage to our
new schools. One hundred
thousand dollars was spent last
year restoring our schools.
Armada Elementary School on
John F. Kennedy Blvd, had
$11,000 worth of damage, such
as windows knocked out
I made a stop in front of a
BBQ establishment Saturday
night to deliver some newspa.~Y Charles Ledbetter
pers, "The Black Voice News", I
left my emergency lights on and
:MORENO VALLEY NEWS
was gone less than two minutes,
it was very clear that I did not
BY CHARLES LEDBETTER
Harassment in Moreno intend to park there. This offiValley: A question was asked cer and deputy were waiting on
this weekend by a memb_e r of me as I ran out to get in my car.
the Black race. It was, are I was in a hurry because I was
members of the Moreno Valley going to help a young family. I
:P.olice Department _!llakil!_g it attempted to e_:eplain to theill

..

KIDS CLUB MAKES FOR FUN AT
MORENO VALLEY MALL
ATTOWNGATE
·It's free, fun and educational Moreno Valley
Mall at TownGate will sponsor monthly Kids Club
memberships free for children ages 2 to 12. Kids
may register for Kids Club at the mall Customer
Service Center on the lower level near The May
Company.
Club membership includes monthly meetings,
each about one hour in length, on the third
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 p.m. in Center
Court. Membership also entitles kids to special
discounts and frequent giveaways from mall
stores.
The Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate Kids
Club kicked off Oct. 20 with Halloween face
painting and entertainment by Witch's Brew
Ventriloquist and Magic. The Nov. 17 meeting
featured the Wann Fuzzes puppet show and a balloon magician. On Dec. 15, Kids Club presents,
''Twas the Night After Christmas."
Kids Club was created by Homan Development
Co., co-developers with Fritz Duda Company of
the Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate, to provide
monthly educational and entertaining activities for
children at all Homan-managed malls throughout
the country.
For more information call the mall Customer
Service Center at 714/653-4010.

what I was doing, he would not
listen to me, and was very nasty
in their remarks, such as, "If you
can't read, we will teach you to
read," when I told him I thought
I could stop there for a quick
delivery because I see it done all
of the time. My blinkers were
_on. I felt that they were attempting to make me mad, I thought
pf Rodney King and was my
normal self.
I am very supponive of our
law enforcement program in
Moreno Valley, however I will
bow to no one. As a member of
the School Board we count on
the law to help us with the
schools. I believe one day they
will catch those people who are
writing on our walls and breaking windows.
I have a feeling that he would
not have written that ticket for
stopping with blinking lights on
for two minutes if I had not have
had a T-shirt on which displayed

S

pread the spirit of giving this holiday season
with a series of AfricanAmerican greeting cards that not
only brings wann wishes for the
holidays, but also benefits the
Thurgood Marshall Scholarship
Fund.
The Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund provides merit
scholarships to students attending the nation's 37 historically
black public colleges and uni. versities. This fall, 84 men and
women are attending school on
Thµrgood Marshall Fund scholarships. Miller Brewing
Company is a founding sponsor
of the fund.
Now in its third year, the holiday card program has become
an annual fundraiser that has
generated more than $30,000 for
the
Thurgood
Marshall
Scholarship Fund. Consumers
can or~er the greeting cards by

callin_g
1-800-444-GIVE.
Proceeds will be donated to benefit Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund students.

... the holiday card
program ... has generated more than
$30,000 ...
"People often want to get
involved in supporting higher
education at Black institutions,
but feel they do not have the
time or opportunity," said Dr.
Joyce Payne, e.xecutive director,
Thurgood Marshall Scholarship
Fund. "The holiday card program is an easy and effective
way to support our mission,
which is to help students pursue
their dreams of a college education."

racial harmony? The good peo- that you can't face reality.
ple of Moreno Valley will not Wrong is wrong no matter who
allow this place to become does it." Malcom X.
another L.A., Detroit or any
Hats Off: To Hugt.~s superother place where all people mark et on John F. Kennedy
can't live in peace. Black people Blvd. The employees of this
have just as much right to live in establishment are very polite
Moreno Valley as any other and professional. We, retired
group of people. Together, we military and residence of Warner
Can.
Ranch, are blessed to have such
Voices: You're not supposed a fine supermarket near our
to be so blind with patriotism neighborhood.

Go See

his Weekend

Christmas Decorated H.omes On Display
ff W " e lHomeforthe
come

Holidays" is
the theme of Moreno Valley's
first home tour which will be
held Saturday, December 5 from
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
CAROUSEL FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES
Four of Moreno Valley's
AT MORENO VALLEY MALL
finest homes will be featured on
AT TOWNGATE
the tour, each decorated with a
'-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-'
different Christmas theme.
The festive music and colorful sights of a mod- Panicipants of the self-guided
em carousel modeled after authentic antique ani- tour will enjoy the unique
mals will greet shoppers in the Food Coun at Christmas decorations, festive
Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate.
entertaining ideas, and holiday
Carousel rides are available for $1.00 per ride, refreshments at each home.
each day the mall is open. The ornate carousel ani- Tickets and maps are $10.00
mals are made from molds of the most elegant per person and may be purantique animals designer John Barrango of San chased at the Niki's Hallmark,
Francisco's Barrango, Inc. could locate.
The Flower Box, Bradley's
Barrango,. Inc., is a 90-year-old family business Aorist, and Harris' Depanment
specializing in the creation of modem carousels Store; March Air Force Base
and elaborate Christmas displays for malls and NCO and Officer's ClubS; and at
commercial buildings.
·
Anna's Florist and the United
Other Barrango-dcsigned carousels are featured Way of the Inland Valley Office
at Mamott's Great America Amusement Park in in Riverside. Proceeds from the
Santa Clara, Calif.; Kawasho Siebu-En event will go to meet Moreno
Amusement Park in Tokyo, Japan; and the Valley's $150,000 United Way
Lexington Festival Market in Lexington, Ky.
. campaign goal.
United Way of the Inland
The Moreno Valley Mall at TownGate carousel
is 22-feet high and 38-feet in diameter. Riders
•
•
choose from 34 animals sitting three abreast: horses, pigs, rabbits, cats, ostriches, pandas, lions and
seahorses. The music is recreated from an old
we n t Y - Ye a r - o 1 d
carousel band organ.
Michelle LeDuc, born
'-' ~ '-' '-' '-' '-'
and presently residing
in Riverside, will reign as Queen
Scheherazade at the 47th annual
Riverside County Fair and
National Date Festival in Indio,
Feb. 12-21.
Serving with her will be
Chastidy Ruiz, 17, of Indio, and
Julee Rios, 18, Mecca.
The trio was selected from 20
contestants at the Fullenwider
Auditorium Saturday, Nov. 14. It
is located at Desert ExpoCentre,
site of the annual Date Festival.
Stage presence, speaking
ability and knowledge of dates
(the edible kind) and the Date
Festival were the major considerations in the selection of the
queen and princesses.
LeDuc is a sophomore at
Riverside Community College
where she is majoring in communications and the ans. She's
one of Disneyland's costume

Valleys is a local, volunteerdriven nonprofit organization
which raises funds to support
over 100 programs and services
throughout Western Riverside
County that respond to community needs such as homelessness, hunger, poverty, domestic
violence, substance abuse, and
child and elder care.
Programs and services are
provided by 42 member agencies to citizens of Moreno

Valley, March Air Force Base, ·
Banning, Beaumont, Cabazon,
Cherry Valley, Perris, Lake
Elsinore, Wildomar, Murrieta,
Temecula Valley, Canyon Lake,,
Glen Avon, Jurupa, Mira Loma,•
Pedley,
Rubidoux,
andl :
Riverside.
For more information, contactt
Darlene Dolan at (909) 485-·
5874 or Jenniemarie Ramirez att
(909) 782-0550.

•

R1vers1de County Fair Names LeDuc Queen Scheherazade

T

Greeting Cards Benefit Scholarships
: WASHINGTON, D.C.

a picture of Manin L. King and
Malcom X. The caption read
"Unity The Final Analysis", and
, "Together We Stand, Divided,
We Fall". This togetherness, to
me means all people from all
racial backgrounds.
I took the ticket and drove
around the block. I observed
this officer talking to another
Black motorist. I went to my
daughters house and rove past
this area of Sunnymeade Blvd.
again, he had stopped another
motorist that appeared to be a
minority. Do we have a real
serious problem in the area of

Students in the pro¥ram have
an average grade pomt of 3.5
and are among the academic
leaders on their campuses. The
Thurgood Marshall Scholarship
Fund provides them with full
room, board and tuition scholarships.
In addition to raising funds
for
Thurgood
Marshall
Scholarships, the holiday cards,
which are available in boxes of
16 with four different designs,
also benefit hundreds of not-forprofit organizations across the
county. Churches, community
and civic groups, fraternities,
sororities, and other charitable
organizations and causes can
purchase the cards at a special
rate and use them for local fundraising efforts.
, The program is managed by
an African-American owned
company, the Kydd Group, and
the cards are designed by
L'Image Graphics, also AfricanAmerican owned.

perfonners and also holds down
a job at Stuart Anderson's Black
Angus Restaurant in Riverside.
Rios is a freshman at College
of the Desert in Palm Desert
where she is studying psychology and aspires to be a physical
therapist. She also holds the
Cinco de Mayo title and was

second runner up in the Miss
Coachella contest.
Ruiz is a senior at Indio high
school. She was honored for
having the highest grade point
average and is the recipient of
the Joe Johnson Scholarship
Award.

**Dance Concert **
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MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM LIVE IN CONCERT

PBIIlCE FROSTY

l<OCI\ CONNECTIO~

URBAN
GUERILLAS

Fri. Dec. 4, '92
II SMOOVE
MALE & FEMALE
EROTIC DANCERS
9 P.M. UNTIL 2 A.M.
RIVERSIDE

ALSO FEATURING
THED.J.

EXOTIC BODIES
OF PLEASURE
LITTLE HORNEY •c•

.V
'
t~).,\.

.. ~

CASUAL DRESSII
NO KACKIE'SI
NO HATI

MORE INFO 909-422-6374 SIMEON or 357-1076 RUSSELL

AFfER SHOW GET YOUR PARTY ON!!!

SECURITY STRICTLY
ENFORCED

Youth Hoene
_The Black Voice News
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Swans Name Debutante Of The Year

BR IEFS

T

Dr. Maulana Karenga
·•Address S.E.L.F.

he 1992 Swan's
Debutante Ball recently awarded Rialto resi-

dent Jiovana Rose the title of Rose was awarded a $500 gift
1992 Debutante of the Year. ·
basket, a $300 Giorgio Gift basAs Debutante of the Year, ket, a Circuit City Gift certifi-

The S.E.L.F. Youth Center and
the Inland Area Kwanzaa
Committee presents "Community
Awareness Night." The public is
invited to attend a free lecture by
Dr. Maulana Karenga, Thursday,
December 10 at 6 p.m. at Temple
Baptist Church (Pastor Ray
Turner), 1583 W. Union Street in
San Bernardino. This is an
opportunity for the community to
come out and learn how to "Save
our most precious resource ... Our j
Youth!!
Dr. Maulana Karenga is: a I
Professor and Chair of the
Department of Black Studies at ·
California State University, Long
Beach; author of several books
and scholarly articles including, ·
Introduction to Black Studies; •
creator of Kwanzaa and the
Nguzo Saba; and also, Executive
Director at the institute of PanAfrican Studies, Los Angeles.
His will lecture on "The
Vision and Values of Kwanzaa:
Building Family, Community and
Culture; In addition to the Michael Merritt assistant
"S.E.L.F.,~ites of !assage Y~uth escort coordl~ator and

cate, and the President's gift of a
ponfolio and a $1500 scholarship.

Promenade of Debutante of Year by her escort George
Harold Conley II.

Rose is the channing 17 year
old daughter of Mrs. Virginia
Marshall of Rialto and Mr. Felix
Rose of Panama.
Rose, a senior at Eisenhower
High earned the most points .
nearly meeting all the program's
requirements.
Rose has been on the honor
roll for seven semesters and
holds the distinction of being a
member of the California
Scholastic
Federation,
Sobobans, Black Future
Leaders, Early. Outreach
Academic and the Black Student
Union.
Rose is a native of Panama,
arriving in the United States 11
years ago. She is bilingual, as
she speaks and writes Spanish
fluently.
A member of St. Thomas
Moore Catholic in Rialto,
Jiovana participates with the
youth activities.
During the Debutante Season,
Jiovana donated 122 hours of

Continued on B-8

::;~am, for Afncan Amencan wife, Adrienne Merritt, 1992
For more information, contact Debutante coordinator
Jeffery A. Hill/S.E.L.F. Inc. at
872-8858
or
Wilmer the campus, 10750 Laurel Ave.
Carter/Kwanzaa at 820-1836.
in Bloomington, the program
will include entertainment from
Student Present "Strong 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Passions For Afrikan
Adult tickets are $8 (pre-sale)
Fashions"
and $10 (at the door). Children
The Bloomington High tickets are $4 (pre-sale) and $5
School's Black Student Union (at the door).
presents "Strong Passions For
For more information call
Afrikan Fashions" beginning at 5 Angie at 355-6737/877-5708 or
p.m. Following the event, held at Xavier at 820-2140.
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S HE P LAYED REBBIE

BECAUSE ONLY BY
C'ELEBRATING CULTURE
CAN WE HOPE TO INSPIRE ART.
Whether made with words, images or music, art resonates through
African-American life. Recording our experience, revealing our humanity,
depicting our soul. It can soothe or excite, enlighten or entertain, constantly
compelling us to look and listen.
At Kraft General Foods, we're proud to help bring the visions and
sounds of ethnic culture to the community. Not only helping people to
experience the art of others, but inspiring the artists themselves.
Because only through the celebration of art can we begin to understand what makes us human.
,
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Lou's Parade Will Benefit UNCF

A

s the all-star cast of
the 1992 "Lou
Rawls Parade of
Stars" prepares for
the telethon's national broadcast
on Saturday evening, Dec. 26,
viewers of the holiday special
that benefits the United Negro
College Fund (UNCF) can
expect even more of the powerpacked entertainment that has
made the "Parade of Stars" the
second most successful
television fund-raising program
in history.
This year's show, which is
expected to top the $100 million
mark in cumulative cash and
pledges raised since 1979, will,
by far, have one of the best
celebrity lineups of any television special during the holiday
season.
Superstars Michael Jackson,
Whitney Houston, Frank Sinatra
and Dionne Warwick will headline a show bill that reads like a
"who's who" in show business.
Proceeds generated from the
"Lou Rawls Parade of Stars" are
used to expand educational
opponunities at the 41 private,

Poetry Library Offers
Cash Awards
The National Library of
Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in
the North American Open Poetry
· Contest. The deadline for the
_contest is December 31, 1992.
The contest is open to everyone
and entry is FREE.
Any poet, whether previously
published or not, can be a winner. Every poem entered also
· has a chance to be published in a
deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original
.poem, any subject and any style,
to The National Library of
·Poetry, 11419 Cronri dge Dr.,
. P.O. Box 704-ZW, Owings
·Mills, MD 21117. The poem
·should be no longer 20 lines, and
the poet's name and address
should appear on the top of the
. page. Entries must be postmarked by December 31. A new
. ~ontest begins Jan~ary 1, 1992.
LA Declares Bobby And
Whitney Day
MCA recording anist Bobby
Brown and Arista recording
Whitney Houston, received a
wedding present they will never
forget. ·
July 18, 1992, the day the talented couple wed, was proclaimed "Bobby Brown and
Whitney Houston Day" by the
city of Los Angeles with the
help of Mayor Tom Bradley and
Bailey Broadcasting Services/D.
Blackmon-Bailey Advertising
and Promotions.
Brown and Houston were presented with the proclamation
recently at the MCA pany held
to promote Bobby Brown's new
album "Bobby."
Riverside Community
Players Host Annual
Scenes Of Christmas
Back by popular demand is
Riverside Community Players,
3rd Annual Scenes Of
Chrisonas. A unique home tour
'in that all four guest homes have
oeen specially decorated for the
.t hristmas holiday season, and
-will feature beautiful traditional
decorations. The tour will take
place Saturday, December 12
from 5 p.rn. to 8 p.m., so holiday
l!~hting will also be an added
\ e_nJoyment.
· Holiday refreshments will be
served along the way.
- : "This is one of our major
· nd-raisers," said Allison
dappa, RCP's Executive
M~~ager. "All process will go
dtectly into our building fund to
help. in the acquisition of our
new facility." Tickets are $10
each and will be available at the
theater during the run of RCP's
next play, First Monday in
October, which opens December
4 and plays until December 13.
Call the playhouse at 369-1200
to purchase your ticket now, or
for more infonnation.
Perris Group Sponsors
Def Comedy Jam
The Perris Valley Arts and
Activities Committee, a community based organization that was
founded by the late actor
Clarence Muse, is hosting "The
Jlottest Comedy Show of
Riverside County" to raise
money for his Hollywood Star.
This show promises to be memorable, featuring comedians
from the internationally televised H.B.O. 's Def Comedy
Jam.
Be ready to laugh till it hurts
Saturday, December 5 at the
Perris Theatre, 279 South "D"
Street. There will be two shows,
the first at 7 p.m. the second at
10 p.m. Tickets will be $15 in
advance and $18 at the door.
Seating will be limited to only
500 per show so get your's
now!! Tickets are available
from Ticketmasters at 740-2000
or call Linda Lewis 943-6679
for more infonnation.
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Ho Frat Ho
Ho Frat Ho
Bust It
What's the first thing that
comes outta your mouth when
you see your partner at a party?
Ho!
Add this to the fraternity style
of dance that these five brothas
do and you get HO FRAT HO.
Heavy Ho, King Ho and
Mighty Ho are from the Bay
area and X Ho and Lo Ho are
outta Inglewood. Together,
these five brothas not only had a
chance to tour with Hammer,
they also had a chance to choreograph some of Hammer's
videos including "You Can't
Touch This" as well as work
with artists Oaktown's 357, Ace
Juice and Joey B. Ellis.
Heavy Ho said that he and
King Ho met Hammer when
Hammer recorded his "Let's Get
It Started" video at a club in
Oakland. It's funny because the
fellas did not have any money to
get into the club that night, but
Heavy knew they had to go.
Heavy explained, "We ended
up down there at the front door
screaming for them to let us in.
Then, it just so happened that
Hammer and a couple members
of his old posse came to the
door. They [hammer's posse]
was like 'What's Up? Y'all want
to get in this?"'
Heavy, King and Mighty got
in. They danced. Hammer saw
and like them. The rest is history.
After working with Hammer
for a few years, the fellas were
ready to do their own thing.
With the help of old school

S UBSCRIBE

BY

Hammer deejay Dj Redeem, Ho
Frat Ho kicks flava fhe way
Hammer used to. Their first single, Ho Frat Swing is kinda
smooth and mellow and sets the
fellas up in a class of their own.
Their current single, Education
is funkier and gives listeners an
idea what the guys personalities
are like. Heavy Ho explained
that all the members both write
and rap and in Education they
fouqd themselves reflecting on
their own school memories. It's
no doubt the fellas value education.
Heavy explained "At one
point, we've all attended four
year Universities ... I went to
Chico State. King Ho went to
Cal State Hayward. Lo Ho went
to Humbodlt and Long Beach
State. X Ho went to school in
Arizona."
Though they've takin' some
time off to pursue their music
careers, Heavy Ho says he plans
to go back. "We all plan on
going back to finish our education. I got to get my degree. I
got to give that to my mom a."
For now, the guys are doing
alright Their record has sold at
least 70,000 copies. A sure
attraction for old Hammer fans.
The album kicks a few different
styles but the favorite is the oldMC-Hammer-Pump-It-Up-hitme-three-times funk.
On cuts, Greeze It Up and
Who's That Lady the fellas take
you back a few to the early
Hammer days. Probably the
production of DJ Redeem,
Hammer's old Deejay, has something to do with this.
Since it's their first album,
Heavy Ho calls it an 'experimental album.' This time around,
they're deciding which styles
they like the best. As for now,
Heavy Ho feels a strong street
vibe will be better for their next
album.
Last year, Heavy and King Ho
somewhere found the time to
coach the Varsity Football team
at their high school up north,
McClymond High School (the
same as Hammer's).

CALLING

682-60 70

historically Black colleges and seven-hour show, which will
universities represented by the incorporate local fund-raising
College Fund. Enrollment at segments in about ~O markets
these schools has increased by a nationwide, will include "Queen
whopping 25 percent in the past of Soul" Aretha Franklin, Bill
six years, compared t o - - - - - - "You Bet Your Life"
overall U.S. college
Cosby, and the multitalenrollment growth of
ented Robert 'Benson'
13 percent during the
Guillaume.
same period.
The sultry, hip hop
Telethon host and
sounds of En Vogue multiple
Grammy
pop music's hottest
award winning singer
group in 1992 - will
Lou Rawls, who will
be showcased along
once
again
lead
with up-and-coming
"America's longest run_ male superstars Tevin
ning parade," says that
Campbell and Al B.
the increased enrollSure!
ment at UNCF schools
And, for unmatched
and the fund-raising
variety in a television
milestone expected to
special, country music
be reached at this year's
stars The Oak Ridge
telethon provide proof
Boys, gospel great
that Americans believe
Shirley Caesar, singer
in the tradition of exceland Tony awa-rd winlence at these historical
ning actress Melba
colleges and universiMoore, and new-age
ties.
rapper Me Phi Me will
"When we started the
blend their distinctive
'Parade of Stars' 13 years ago, styles, all for the cause of eduwe wanted to make sure that the cation.
doors of opportunity would
William H. Gray III, presiremain open," Rawls says. dent and chief executive officer
"Now, with the tremendous of the New York-based United
interest in UNCF-member Negro College Fund, says conschools by students all over the tributions to the "Lou Rawl ~
country, we must provide the Parade of Stars" telethon will
teaching resources to meet a help UNCF schools prepare
growing demand."
today's students for tomorrow's
Veteran entertainer and for- challenges.
mer Fifth Dimension singer,
"On telethon night," Gray
Marilyn Mc Coo, and televi- said, "we need the support of aij
sion's Ed McMahon will co-host Americans to ensure that historithe "Parade of Stars" from the cally Black colleges can meet
Aquarius Theatre in Hollywood, the greater-than-ever demand
as the legendary song stylist, for a college education. An
Nancy Wilson, serves as co-host investment in the United Negrq
from the historic Apollo Theatre College Fund through the
in New York City.
'Parade of Stars' is an investParade grand marshals for the ment in real opportunity.'"

DENZEL WASHINGTON
JflXELEEi...

MalcolmX
-Scholar
Convict
Leader
Disciple
Hipster
Father
Hustler
Minister
Black Man
Every Man
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orporations Sponsor Bayou Classic ,
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s

ince the first of its
consecutive stadium
11: sellout 18 years ago, the Bayou
, Classic college football game
i_ between the Grambling State
:·,_University Tigers and the
: Southern University Jaguars has
:.. grown in stature and signifi; ".cance.
!; . In_ 1991, it rose to its greatest
:;,prominence when NBC became
!,. the first network to telecast the
!'~contest live to a national audi~ .. ence.
As 1992 marks the 100th
: Anniversary of Black-College
!~.Football, the network will again
; 1present exclusive live coverage
>of the Bayou Classic, from the
. Louisiana Superdome in New
, Orleans on Saturday, November
h 28 (2:30-6 p.m. NYT).
: . For advertisers and sponsors
:1,I ooking to get their message
across to an enthusiastic audi,ence in today's sports marketplace, the Bayou Classic pre: sents an opportunity for national
: exposure and the fostering of

i

l

goodwill among the minority scholastic achievement and ath- has had a commitment to its sue- and 25-54, the Bayou Classic
community.
letics to further the advancement cess since the beginning."
delivered an unequaled 8.5 and
The game represents the only of students at these fine instituLast year's contest recorded 9.7 rating, respectively, as comnetwork sports coverage of pre- tions."
an impressive 3.5 rating, topping pared to many mainstream
dominantly r-~=-=-============~=============-=--, sports television staBlack col;ii:.:.:,:;.:.;;:
~~~.:.:
a::..,_.&..~
t pies:
1e g e s .
"In the annals of
Included in
Black college sports,
those corpo~:r.-..1.1
· the Bayou Classic
rations that
has become a major
have seen
sporting event that
the unique
presents football at
value of the
its zenith," said Dr.
Classic are
Harold
Lundy,
Chrysler,
President
of
Coca-Cola,
tf[fil!i~~
Grambling State
Mennen,
University. "We are
Starter arid
delighted that NBC
M i 11e r
has again demonB re w in g .
strated its leadership
S a i d ....._-'-'-----'----'----........
in the television
Ch r y s I er
industry by presentCorporation's Vice President of
"The Bayou Oassic is one of such network sports broadcasts ing an idea whose time has
Marketing John B. Damoose: the most exciting and entertain- as regular-season baseball, PGA come."
"Chrysler is pleased to be ing collegiate events in the Tour events, the Pro Bowlers
Said Southern University
strengthening its commitment to country," said Ronald 0. tour, the NCM Division 11 foot- President Dr. Delores R. Spikes:
historically African-American Coleman, Manager, Media ball championship, and track "The national telecast of the
colleges and universities by Relations, Coca-Cola USA. "It and field championships.
most popular gridiron contest
sponsoring the Bayou Classic. is the granddaddy of Black colAmong Black males in the among historically Black colThis event combines the best of lege football and our company desirable age groups of 18-49 leges makes us proud and

__._=========

------=

=======......;;;;.====

1

pleased that NBC has chosen to
show extraordinary vision again
in bringing this event into the
homes of millions coast to
coast."
•
Larry Lundy, Director Client
Services for Advantage
Marketing Group (AMO) stated,
"I believe the Bayou Oassic has
all the elements for a winning
formula ... an exciting product,
· good ratings, capacity crowds.
"We are extremely pleased in
our efforts in bringing together
the Bayou Classic and NBC
Sports."
Southwestern
Athletic
Conference rivals, Gramblirtg
and Southern have traditionally
played each other on the best
weekend of college-football season. In 1974, the game was forrnally named the Bayou Oassic
and held in Tulane Stadium:
That year, the game drew 76,753
spectators, its largest crowd
ever. In 1975, the game was
moved to the Louisiana
Superdome drawing more than
70,000 fans.

A p
, 1
Hogs root-out opponents in
: CIF
playoffs:
Rialto
:J::isenhower's 'Baby Hogs' put
:bn a pretty good imitation of the
!farnous 'Hogs' of the World
:f2harnpion
Washington
·~edskins, in pounding Artesia
Lakewood 49-8 in the first Brothers Aaron Anderson, sophomore, and Ashley Anderson,
•round of the CIF Division 1 freshman, celebrate UCLA victory over USC. The brothers
starred at Riverside North.
Photo by Garry Momgomery
playoffs.
The 'Baby Hogs' consist of
:tackles Ricky Austin & Pat
Freeman, guards Chris Lee &
IBasam Hasan, and center Andy
Rivas.
, The 'Baby Hogs' effort
prompted coach Tom Hoak to
declare, "We totally controlled
and moved people in the line
tonight.
Our offensive line is
I
fecond to none. It's the best
(line) we've ever had.
With the line of scrimmage
being dominated by the hogs,
QB Aaron Okayama (playing
because of a injury to Glenn
thornpkins) passed for 167
yards, Marlon Farlow ran for 71
yards, Julius McChristian scored
2 TD's and Damond Wilkins
was able to make 5 catches for
133 and 2 TD's.
: What impressed me the most
4oout this squad, is the fact that
~s a team they possess an overall
<:,PA of 3.0 or better. This is a
4uality and intelligent group of
young men and 'Baby
aogs' ................... .

; I want be like Mike.......norlo....... like Magic: Gatorade
tjiay have to nix Mike Jordan
$d insert Magic, based on a
poll of the Santa Clara County
teen-agers.
' A group of nearly 3,000
middle school and high school
students picked Magic Johnson
~s their most respected male role
Jllodel. The annual Fujitsu

Clippers set sail for NBA
respectability: During a
challenging three game home
stand, the L. A. Oippers proved
they will be a force in this NBA I
,,,
Double, double, toil and season.
The Oips outlasted ex-two >~.. ,
trouble: Michael Jordan has
recently
lived
this time champion Detroit Pistons
in a trilling overtime game.
Wipped the bad New York
Knickerbockers (my pick to
unseat Chicago in the east).
Overcame Charles •Chaterbox'
Barkley's 44 point and 17
rebound outburst to down the
Phoenix Suns.
·· 1
The recent Clipper upswing
has temporarily silenced the
·
critics of GM Elgin Baylor.
1
: Many people felt Baylor made
I some hasty moves when he
brought in 300 pounders,
Stanley Roberts & John
Williams, as well as, Mark
Jackson from New York.
.· / · I A
. .
r
ff things keep as they are,
, -1 .
•J
-'Ji' It!/ I If, j
coach Larry Brown will make
.
'~ .
-~ -· ··
-"~ · ' · ' ' •-"
Baylor look like a genius. Mark
Mark Jackson takes control of the Clipper offense, as he looks CONTINUED ON B-S
for an open man.
Photo by Garry Montgomery
Trivia Question: Where
does 'Hamrnerin' Hank Aaron
rank on baseballs all time career
hit list? .................. .
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:~R acing School Opened -Locally
S
delivering 360 horsepower and

outhem California, long
considered the hottest
automotive market in
the United States, will once
again have a racing school in
full time operation.
Richard Boren, president of
DRIVETECH
RACING
SCHOOL, announced the
opening of the most advanced
high tech racing school in the
world. DRIVETECH RACING
SCHOOL features tube-framed,
V-8 powered race cars based on
NASCAR Southwest Tour and
SCCA Trans Am rules.
.. The cars
powered by the
Chevy ZZ3 target engine,
·...

are

acceleration, engine RPM, brake

Vehicle Operations Center

Because

the

Sheriffs

Helen Off-Road Vehicle Park.
RACING
the San Bernardino County during the week, DRIVETECH SCHOOL will also conduct
Sheriff's Department.
RACING SCHOOL will operate advanced classes a.. Willow
on weekends at the track, Springs International Raceway :
The facility consists of a .89 located just south of the Glen and Las Vegas Speedway.
:
mile banked tri-oval and 1.1 ,--,----------- - - - - - - - - - ,....,..,..___,,...··
mile road course, a wet skid pan,
a second skid pad large enough
for a 3/8 mile oval, and a large
street grid area. DRIVETECH
has an exclusive contract with
the facility for all racing and
high performance driving

380 pounds-feet of torque. The on/off, throttle position and (EVOC), which is operated by Department operates only DRIVETECH

total weight of the car is 2300
pounds.
Performance is awesome,
with straight-line acceleration in
excess of .60 g 's, braking
performance in above of 1.2 gas
and steady state cornering over
1.4 g 's. The plastic and
fiberglass bodies are 1992
Chevy Luminas.
In addition to the exceptional
performance
of
the

time.
Cars are also equipped with
in-car video cameras. The data
from the computer appears on
the video image when replayed
in the classroom for evaluation.
Students keep the video tapes
for further evaluation.
· This system allows empiric.al
evaluation
previously
unavailable to students of auto
racing. DRIVETECH RACING

SCHOOL
cars, each
car is
D.
R IVETECH
RACING
equipped with a state-of-the-an
on-board computer which
monitors lateral and longitudinal

August 15th,
1992
in San
I'!;
SCHOOL
began
classes
one
-;las~s~e=s·_.-~---":""-~~~~~~~.- '~~~~::::::::::~~~~~~~iiiiiiii::::;I!:,
Bernardino, California. Classes The best ti res at the best
I
will be held on the oval and two I price & the best service
road courses at the Emergency

Guaranteed*

Find . ut What's ,oing, .n n
Your Community Every Week

S~b~~rib~!

•

113 ~a:lk
Uoice

LOVELAND ACADEMY

~®011.D~

BUILDING CHAMPIONS!

Your
African
American
Newspaper In
Riverside
·· Community

> Grades K-9
> Professional Teaching Staff
> Girls & Boys Christian League Basketball Teams
> Bible-based Curriculum
> Upper Grades - Ethics and Etiquette Classes

Loveland Academy..... .
A Positive African American Experitp1ce
PARENTS, CALL TODAY! • (714) 829-2032

SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER

AT ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN

MERCURY

James White, President
The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service ·
Centers.
So t he next t ime your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.
r- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ,
Includes: 1 1
1
95 Service
•Replacepa~ and 5110eS
11
I
• Repack beanngs on non
. I
drive axles
II ~

69

I
I
I

15

r - - - - - - - - - - - -,

• Resurlace/drumstrotors
• Inspect calipers, Wheel
Brake Special
Cyinders & r,ydraulics
• Aqust and road1est
per axeI ,

88 Off~r _Includes:

As About Our
3553 fAerrlll Ave.
1 Riverside, CA 92056 Nationwide

•Dra,n011&replaceupto51
· qts/30wt
nd • FR~E-12~ vehicle
I

I I lil!htcars
a . • ,nspecoon
trucks • FREE-4 tire rolalion
I
I Lube Oil & Filter• ln,1a!I newfilt!!'.
II
• Lubricate chass,s

I
I
I

L------------.J L-------------'

1-800-69-TIRE1

Service
Warranty

G00dyear CertlfIed A U t 0
Service Centers Inland

Empire Tire, Inc.

vw

Probe
Preferred Equipment Package 253A

HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE?
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS
NOW AT

E,cnr t I X 1-Door
Preferred Equipment Package 320A/321A

The 92 Cougar offers looks and distinctive style
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor.
STANDARD FEATURES

• •3.8 V-6 engine
.. •Automatic overdrive transmission
•Air conditioner
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes
•Front and rear stabilizer bars
•Interval windshield wipers
" •Tinted ~ass

•Is• aluminum wheels
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio

•Power driver's seat
•Electric rear window defroster
•Speed control
•Tilt steering wheel
•Power lock/light groups
•And much more!

I ,plorl'rXL-~ Door,h2
l'rderrcd Equipment 1'.1ck.1gc <J.JU.\

Call us at 393-9331.

We can_ sell
you_ a car!

Total whical and options'
Less California discount'

18,319
1,500
Less option package discount1 - - - - - - 850
Less dealer discount
1,970

Your pritt1

•

14,999

ANYNEWCAR
in our inventory on:
.A.approved credit
.A.No Credit?
.&.First time buyer?
.&.Credit Problems In The Past?

$14,999

...
..,

$99PERMO.
CAN DELIVER

\lu, tang LX Scd.in
l'rdcrrcd Equipment P.1ck.1gl' 2.J0,\

HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST!
ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
714-889-3514

4480 Chino Hills Pkwy,
Chino
(714) 393-9331

~-,;11 \l f I ,,ri,11 -h2 Cn'W Cab
l'rdL' rrl'd Equipment P.ick.ige 671 \

FORD

All Cars are: subject to rpior sales, plus tax, license, &:
Documentation Fees, and Ap proved Credit, Customer
Requested options are extra.

..

Classifieds & Legals
MORE THAN 2 OR 3
HELP
KIDS? Room enough
for an above average
WANTED
sized family In this 5
I
Support Our
*AIRLINE JOBS* bdrm, 1 3/4 ba, family
Advertisers
Flight attendants & rm. w/flreplace forced
alr/heat2
car
garage,
Other Occupations.
elementary
Ai rlines now hiring. near
Call 1-800-998-0720. school. Come and
Ext. A2000 CA.
stretch out. Only
$89,500 all terms. Call Moreno Vallev
Beverly 909-780-1633. 4 bedroom, 2.5 bat'h
MEDICAL
Diamond Health Care
plus Bonus room
TO 1 ,900 sq ft, 1 ss,000,
seeking RN'S, CNA's, PRELUDE
BIG. pool.
LVN's, Home Health SOMETHING
Double
front
doors
Aides (909) 274-9513.
open Into a doubly 3 bedroom, 2,5 bath
spacious home on 1 over 1,500 sq ft.,
acre
of
horse model
perfect,
I PSYCHIATRIC
propeny. The 4 bdrm, $129,300.
2 1/2 ba, custom
•. ABUSE OF beauty
offers Lease Option for 12INSURANCE amenities only custom 24 months corner lot,
•
can provide.
For 3 bedroom 2.5 bath
:
FRAUD!
Anyone
having added space In land 1,400 sq ft present all
: knowledge of abuse and home call doubly offers, $10,000 move
' or fraudulent billing fast only $225,000. In.
p ractices at l ocal Call Beverly 909-783Loma Linda
psychiatric facilit ies 1633.
2 bedroom, 2 bath
. or private Institutions
: c all
c itizens PROUD 1ST STEP. model home $98,000.
: com mission
on Take yours In owning
: human rights at 1-800- this 3 bdrm, 1 3/4 ba, Ask tor Ursula Bryant,
family
kitchen Marketing Coordinator
869-CCHR Now.
charmer.
2 car
(909)247-2541
garage,
air/heat, 24 hour pager call
1- - - - - - - - - - . sprinklers, fenced and
(909) 783-6137.
: INLAND EMPIRE manicured yard for
HOUSES FOR your pleasure. Don't
Support Our
SALE
doddlel Run to see!
'
Advertisers
,
only 109,900 call
,•- - - - - - - - • Beverly 909-780-1633.

!

909-7~1633.
,•
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FEEL CONFINED?
Give yourself space In
this 2900 + sq. ft., 3
, bdrm, 2 ba, custom
, home. Also Included
form al & Informal
: dining, tam room, 3
: fireplaces, upgrades
, and
space
In
: abundance, .69 fenced
: horse
property.
! Uncontlnlng design &
' foot age combine tor
real live-ability. To
measure call beverly

•.

$225,000 - 1 acre
horse property 2,500
sq ft •• custom home 4
bdrm 2 1/2 bath, tam
room with fire place,
kitchen with nook,
fenced.
$229,000 - Custom
home 2,900 + sq ft, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, 3
fireplaces, private
patio with spa, office
and study, horse
property. Ask tor
Beverly (909) 780-

r~o~~

I
I
I
I

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

$1000 move In tee & 1
mo. tree rent w/ 1 yr.
lease 889-4711.

Suoer Sharo

3 br~lg. Baths Selle\-s
Super Motivated. TIie
Roof. Manicured front
and back lawn. Below
mkt $113,000 Agent
Vickie 783-9620.

Brand
Spanking New

over 1,800 sq. ft. state
-of-the-art
hom e.
Approx. 1/3 Ac re. 3
br/2 baths. Ag e nt
Vickie 783-9620
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The ro11owtng penon(s) Is (are)
doing business as
SOUTHLAND
CONSULTANTS
!)!)!)() Indiana Ave. #2
Riverside, CA 92503
CHRISr0PHER J. PUMA
8214 Camella Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
ls/Christopher J. Puma
This f'elbtrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctJtlous business name or
names listed above on 10/29/92
The ftUng al this statement
does aot Itself authorbe the use
In this slate al• ftctltlous
business name In vlolatlon al

v;~~®7

Dl ~ : : :•.s
subscription
(Bill Me)

DJ

Enclosed is a check
for $32.33 for a 1
year's subscription

l ( First)

(Middle I.)

(Last)

1633.
l<Address)

(Phone #) -

I
I
I
I

I
I

~.. .-----------------=...
==--=;;...;=--.==--==--iiiiiiiiii...;;;iiiiiiiiii...;..liiiiiiiiii-',
-

the rights or another under
rec1era1, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. ,eq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on 10/29/92
I hereby certtry that this copy
Is a correct cnpy al the original
statement on Ille In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927790
p/WS/12/19/26/92

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
TIie ro11owtng person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
UNIQUE ATI0RNEY
SERVICES
12092 Calle Sombra
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Is a correct copy al the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
CountyOerk
FILE No.927775
lpl,11112/19/26/ll/2/!)2

---

SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW
BRANCH CASE NUMBER
D121667
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
0FSUMM0NS0RCITA·
TION
NORMA JEAN MYERS

vs

JERRY DEAN ALBERTSON
Upon reading and ftllng evl•
dence consistent a dedara•
tlon u provided In Section
415.50 CCP by PETITIONER
NORMA JEAN MYERS, and
MARGARET LANIER
It satisfactorily appearing
SNODDY
therefrom that the derendant,
12092 Calle Som bra
respondent, or dtee JERRY
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
DEAN ALBERTSON, cannot
TIiis business Is conducted by
be served with reasonable dill·
an Individual.
gence In any other manner
ls/Margaret Lanier Snoddy
specified In artlde 3, Chapter
registrant commenced to
4, Title 5 al the Code or the
transact business under the
Clvll Procedure, and It also
tlctltlous business name or
appearing l'rom the verified
na111es lsted above on NIA.
complain or petition that a
The ftllng or this statement
good cause or action exists In
does not Itself authorl:re the
this action In ravor or the,
use In this slate or a ftctltlous
petitioner, or dtee therein and
business name In violation at
against the defendant, respon•
the rights of another under
dent, or cltee and that the said
rederal, state, or common law
defendant, respondent, or cltee
(sec.14400 et. ,eq. B& P code)
Is a necessary and proper
Statement flied with the
party to the action or that the
County Clerk or Riverside
party to be served has or
County on 11/2/92
claims an Interesting, real or
I henl>y certtry that this copy
personal property In this state
Is a correct copy at the original that Is subject to the Jurisdicstatement on ftle In my office.
tion of the Court or the relief
WILLIAME.C0NERLY,
demanded In the action conCounty Clerk FILEsists wholly or In part In
No.927851
excluding such party from any
p/WS/12/1926192
Interest In such property:
NOW, on motion or PLAINTIFF, NORMA JEAN
MYERS, AUorney(s) for the
FICTmOUS BUSINESS
Plalntlff(s), Petltloner(s), or
NAME STATEMENT
The ro11owtng penon(s) Is (are) contestant(s), IT IS
ORDERED that the service or
dolaa buslnes., u:
citation In this action be made
SHOPPING SPREE
upon said defendant, respon•
10800 Hole #15
dent, or cltee by publication
Rlvenlde, CA 92505
thereof In THE BLACK
VOICE a newspaper or gener•
DEBORAHA K. BALDWIN
al drculatlon published
13113 16 SL West #13
RIVERSIDE, California,
Lancaster, CA 93534
herby designated as the newsThis business Is conducted by
p11per most likely to give notke
an Individual.
to derendant; that said publiThis registrant commenced to
cation be made at least once a
tnnsact bulllnes1 under the
week for four successive weeks.
flctWou1 buslnea name or
names listed above on October IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy or said summons or
1, 1992.
citation and or said complaint
Isl Deboraha K. Baldwin
or petition In this actloR be
The nHng fll lllls statement ~
forthwith deposited 111 tlte
d - not or Itself authorize the
United States Post Office, post•
use In this state or a fk:tltlous
bulllness name In violation or
paid, directed to said defen•
dant, respondent, or dtee Ir his
the rights of another under
rederal, state, or common law
address Is ascertained bef'ore
(sec. 14400 eL seq. B&P code)
explntlon the time preStatement Ille with the county scribed for the publication
this summons or citation and a
clerk or Riverside County on
declaration al this malling or
October 27, 1992.
I hereby certify that this copy
or the ract that the address was
Is a correct copy al the original not ascertained by flied at the
statement on ftle In my office.
explntlon of the time pre•
William E. Conerly,
scribed ror the publlcatlon or
County Clerk
this summons or citation and a
FIie No. 927687
dedaratlon al this malling or
lp/ll/26/,12/3/10/17192
of the ract that the address was
not ascertained be flied at the
expiration of the time prescribed ror the publlcatlon.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
Dated Oct. 29, 1992
NAME STATEMENT
The rotlowlng penon(s) Is (are) Carver E . Honn
Judge
dolaa business u
/p/11/19/26/,ll/3/10/92
RJ'• MAINTENANCE
1104 Fullerton Ave.
Corona, CA 91719
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE·
RUSSELL DEAN
No. 00102
JORGENSEN
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
1104 Fullerton Ave.
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
Corou, CA 91719
DATED AUG. 2, 1989
This business Is conducted by
UNLESS YOU TAKE
an lndlvldual.
1 ACTION TO PROTECT
ls/R-11 Dean Jorgensen
: YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY
Thia registrant commenced to
BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC
i
tra~ business under the ftc• SALE. IF YOU NEED AN 1
tltloul business name or names EXPLANATION OF THE
listed above on NIA
NATURE OF THE
The ftllng al this statement
PROCEEDING AGAINST
doea not 1tse1r authorlr.e the use YOU, YOU SHOULD
In this state al a ftctltlous busl•
CONTACT A LAWYER.
I
nl!IIII name In vlolatlon al the
On December 23, 1992, at
,
rights or another under reder11:00 a.m. DAVID 0. SMITH,
al, state, or common law (sec.
as duly appointed Trustee
14400 et. seq. B& P code)
under the deed of trust
recorded on August 2, Offldal
S ~ t flied with tlae
County Clerk or Riverside
Records In the office al the
County on 10/20/92
county Recorder or Riverside
I llereby certify that this copy
County, Callrornla,
II a currect copy or the original WILL SELL AT PUBLIC
statement on flle In my office.
AUCTION TO THE
Wil,LIAM E. CONERLY,
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
County Clerk
CASI£. CASHIER'S CHECK,
FILE No.927S73
OR CERTIFIED CHECK
p/11/1912&',12/3110/92
(payable at time al sale In
lawful money al the United
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
States) at 4050 N. Main St.
NAME STATEMENT
Riverside, California, all right,
The ro11owtng person(s) Is
title, and Interest conveyed to
(are) doing business as
and now held county,
TELL COMPlITER
Callfomla, described as WT ,
3243 Arlington Ave. #176
76 OF TRACT 18722-2, AS
Riverside, CA 92506
SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE
IN BOOK 143 PAGE 34 TO 36,
OF MAPS, Records or
DEBBIE YBARRA
Riverside County, Riverside, ,
W20rangeSL
Califom la.
Riverside, CA 92503
Trustor or record owner:
This business Is conducted by
DANIEL L BASS, a single
an Individual.
man, or956l BALL RD. #7,
ls/Debbie Ybarra
ANAHEIM, CA 92884, or
This registrant commenced to
8802 ANNAPOLIS AVE.,
transact business under the
ANAHEIM, CA 92804-6203.
tkdtlous business name or
The street address and other
names listed above on 8/12/92
common designation, If any, of
The ftUng or this statement
the real property described
does not ltlelr authorl:re the
above Is: 25060 DANA LANE,
use In this state or a ftctltlous
MORENO VALLEY, CA
busllless na- In violation al
92388.
the rights or another under
the undersigned Trustee
rec1era1, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. ,eq. B& P code) dlsclalms any llablllty ror any
Incorrectness or the street
Statement flied with the
address and other common
County Clerk or Riverside
designation, lhny.
County on llt/12/92
The sale will be made without
I hereby certtry that this copy
convenant or warranty, express

or

n11

or

GRAND OPENING

SHADES
OFART
SPECIALIZING IN FINE MULTI-ETHIC
ART, POSTERS & COLLECTABLES

3557A MAIN ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA
(909) 683•IS76
HOURS:
Mon - Fri 10-6
Saturday 10- 4

or

or Implied, regarding title,
possession, or encumbrances,
to pay the unpaid balance al
the note secured by the deed or
trust In the amount or
$21,607.78, Including as
provided In the note(s),
advances, If any, under the
terms of the deed or tnist, rees,
charges, and eitpenses or the
Trustee and at the trusts
a-eated by tlte deed or trust.
Notice al default and election
to sell the de,crlbed real
property under the deed al
trust was recorded 111 Book No.
1992, page 318219 In the
Official Records or Riverside
County, Riverside, California.
Trustee or party conducting
sale:
DAVID 0. SMITH E.9q
4610 Central Ave.
Rlvenlde, Callrornla, 92506 as
the Trustee
Date: November 25, 1992
/-p/ W26/,U/J/10/92

Subscribe
SECTIONl.1

or
PROCEDURAL
DOCUMENTS
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
BIDS
CITY OF CORONA 815
WE8T SIXTH STREET
CORONA, CA 91720
Separate sealed Bids for the
constnictlon or Improvements
ror Community Fadlltles
District No. ,0.1:
DESIGN AREA "B",
PHASE!
Consisting al
Grading, Street, Water, Sewer
and Stonn Drain
Improvement"'
for
Fullerton Avenue from
Ontario to Chase, Santana
Way, Taber Road,
GIibert Avenue and Kellogg
A\'enue
Project No. PW 19-992
(Part 1)
and
Fullerton Avenue from Chase
to Upper, Foothill Parkway,
and
Valencia Road
Project No. PW 19-992
(Part l)
will be received by the City al
Corona, "Owner", at the office
al the City Clerk, located at
City Hall, 81S West Sixth
Street, Corona, Callfornla
91720, untU 2:00 p.m.,
Nonmber 19, 1992, and then
at said office publkly opened
.and read aloud. lrforwanled
by mall, the sealed envelope
containing the Bid must be
enclosed In another envelope
addressed to the Owner.
The Wortt and Improvements
are authorized pun11ant to the

provisions or the Community

Fadlltles District Act or 11182
being Division 2 al the
Government Code or the State

alCallromla and said project
will be ftnanced pursuant to ,
bonds Issued according to tile
terms and provisions

or the

same act.
Coples or the Contract
Documents may be obtained
for a nonrefundable ree or
$100.00 for the first set and a
nonreflandable ree of $25.00
for each adcltlonal set. Coples
can only be obtained at the
rollowlng location:
SOUTH CORONA
DEVEWPERS
CONSORTIUM do EMPIRE
HOMES
130 CHAPARRAL COURT,
SUITE 100 ANAHEIM
HILLS, CA 92808-1250
PHONE: (7l4) 283"3419
An additional charge or $10.00
to cover wrapping, handling
and cost or postage ror each
set al Contract Documents
malled must accompany a
request ror maUlng.
The Contract Documents and
additional Information for
bidders may be eumlned at
the South Corona Developer's
Consortium office listed
above.
Bidden on this Work will be
required to comply with the
President's Executive Order
No. 11246 (equal Employment
Opportunity dause) as
amended, California Labor
Code 1410 et. ,eq., Callrornla
Labor Code 1777.6, and
lmplementary regulations
concerning equal opportunity
for Apprentices.
The Contractor will be
required to submit a
certlftcate or Insurance which
Indemnifies tbe City
Corona, ''Owner", and SCDC
ror damage to uy portion or
the Work resulting from fire,
eitplollon, haft, llghtnl• g, flood
water, vandalism, malicious
mischief, wind, collapse, riot,
aircraft, or smoke.
Progress payments will be
made to the Contractor 111

or

accordance with the provisions
or the Specifications and on
Itemized estimates duly
certified and approved by the
Owner submitted In
accordance therewith, baset)
on labor and materials
'•
Incorporated Into said Work
during the preceding month :
by the Contractor.
.,

-~

The Director al the
•
Department Industrial .;:
Relations has ascertained the
general prevalllng rate or per~
diem wages and the general ' ~
rate ror holiday and overtime:•
work In the locality In which ~~
the Work Is to be performed 1
ror each craft or type al
'·
workmen needed to execute
he Contract or Work as
",
hereinafter set forth (see · "
Labor Code 1770 et. seq.). • .;;
Coples al rates are on ftle at ..
the office al the Owner, wbtcl'
copies shall be made available
to any Interested party on - ·:.;
request. The successful Bidder
shall post a cnpy or such
determination at each job site.
Attention Is called to the fact
that not less than the
minimum salaries and wages
shall be paid on this Project by·
all Contracton and
Subcontractors.

or

..e~

The bid ror this pro.Jed has
been broken down Into two (2)
parts. Part 1 consists or Area
"B", Phase I Improvements
north or Chase Drive, and "'
Part 2 consists al Area ''B", :
Phase I Improvements south ot
Chase Drive. Bidden may bid:
on Part'l only, Part 2 only, or,
may bid on both parts.
:
Part 1 and Part 2 will be
:
evaluated as Individual bids, '
and therefore may be awanled
to separate contractors.
:

.
'

Each bid or Proposal shall be •
made out or submitted on a :
rorm furnished as part of the :
Contract Documents, and
:
must be accompanied by cash~
a cashier's check or a certified
check amounting to ten
· i
percent or the Bid, payable to :
the order al City or Corona, ~
by a corporate surety Bid
i
Bond for thal amount and so
payable on the form furnished!
u a part or the Contract
;
Documents. The amount 90 ;
posted shall be forfeited to the..
owner If the Bidder does not,---;
within 15 days after written
,
notice that the Contract has
:
been awarded to him enter
Into a contract with the Owner :
for the Work and provide the 1
Owner with the payment
bond, performance bond,
certfflcates al Insurance and :
endorsements, and other
J
required documents.
:
A payment bond (on the
:
required rorm) In the amount :
or one hundred (100) percent ,
or the contract price, and a
•:
contract performance bond - ~-~
(on the required form), In the'l~
amount al one hundred 111)(!.).~
percent or the con tract price, ~
shall be required al the
·:
successful Bidder.
1

i

!

!
!

..

I

I

Contractor may, at his sole
cost and expense, substitute
securities equivalent to any
monies withheld by the Owner
to ensure performance under
the contract. Such securities
shall be deposited with the
Owner or with a state or
rederally chartered bank u
escrow agent who shall pay
such monies to the Contractor
upon satisfactory completion
or the contract. The
Contractor shall be the
benetlclal owner or any
securities substituted ror
monies wlthhejd and mall
receive any Interest thereon.
Securities eligible for
substitution shall Include those
listed In Government Code
Section 16430 or bank or
savings and loan certificates or
deposit.
Pursuant to Section 6707 al
the California Labor Code, thf
cost or sheeting, shoring and
bracing al trenches shall
·
constitute a separate bid Item
under these Contract
Documents.
No bid will be accepted rl'OII) a
Contractor who Is not licensed
In accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 9,
Division III, Section 7000
through 7145 orthe Business
and Professions Code or the
State al Cal ifornia on the date
and at the time or submittal or
the bid. A Class "A" State
Contractor's license Is
required.

:
:
:
1

:
:
:
,

1
:
:
1

:
·:
:
,
::
:
:
1

:
:.
~
1·
I
I

:
:
r
~

f.
1
I
1

••~
~

,,
•
~

:
~
~

:
~

l

I
I
I
I

The Owner reserves the right ~
to reject any and all Bids, and ~
to waive Informalities,
,
lrregularltles and defects
In any Bid or to awanl the
:
Contract to other than lowest •
bidder.
~
Dated:
:
Llng~nretter Diedre',
City Clerk or the City or
:
Corona, Callrornla
• _1
/plll/12/19/26/92

!

!

i

'
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The Black Voice News .
NOTICE
LOAN NO.
37629676/COLE/CORONA
OTHER REF.
,
T.S. NO. 92-18236
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER
A DEED OF TRUST DATED November 27, 1991 UNLESS YOU
TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT
A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
tou, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER.
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under
Deed ofTrust
, f',lotice is hereby given that
!!ENEFICIAL
MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, as
llustee, or successor trustee, or
substituted trustee pursuant to
the Deed of Trust executed by,
DANIEL P. COLE AND LAURA L.
~OLE, HUSBAND AND WIFE AS
JOINT
TENANTS
Recorded
12/03/1991 in Book Page Inst.
tio. 417912 of Official Records in
fJle office of the County Recorder
of RIVERSIDE County, california,
iind pursuant lo the Notice of
Default and Election to Sell theretinder recorded 06/01/1992 in
-Book Page Inst No. 198848 of
said Official Records, will Sell on
11!/17/1992 at 2:30 P.M. at THE
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO
1HE CORONA CIVIC CENTER
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST.
tORONA, CA at public auction, to
the highest bidder for cash
(payable at the lime of sale in
l~I money of the United
States), all right. title, and interest,
conveyed to and now held by it
!Jnder said Deed of Trust in the
ijfoperty situated in said County
llfJd State and described as follows: LOT 195 OF RINEHART
ACRES AS SHOWN BY MAP ON
.ILE IN BOOK 13 PAGES 84 AND
$~ OF MAP, RECORDS OF RIV·
i:RSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
.AP NUMBER: 267-132-018-4
fhe street address and other
common designation, if any, of
the real property described above
is purported to be, 18890 DAL·
1:AS AVE RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
rhe undersigned Trustee disclaims any liability for any Incorrectness of the street address and
·other common designation, if
any, shown herein. The total
amount of the unpaid balance of
the obligation secured by the
property to be sold and reason·able estimated costs, expenses

and advances at the lime of the
initial publication of the Notice of
sale is: $34,714.78 In addiUon to
cash, the Trustee will accept a
cashier's check drawn on a state
or national bank, a check drawn
by a state or federal credit union
or a check drawn by a state or
federal savings and loan association, savings association or sav•
ings bank. specified in Section
5102 of the Financial Code and
authorized to do business in this
state. In the event tender other
than cash is accepted, the Trustee
may withhold the issuance of the
Trustee's Deed until funds be•
come available to the payee or
endorsee as a matter of right.
Said sale will be made, but with•
out covenant or warranty, express
or implied regarding title, possession or encumbrances, to
satisfy the indebtedness secured
by said Deed, advances thereunder, with interest as provided
therein, and the unpaid principal
of the 'note secured by said deed
with interest thereon as provided
in said Note, fees, charges and
expenses of the trustee and of the
trusts created by said Deed of
Trust.
Dated: 11/23/1992
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT
CORP. OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE
BY: INTERSTATE TRUST DEED
SERVICE, AGENT 23382 MILL
CREEK OR., '230 LAGUNA HILLS,
CA 92653 REF, 92-18236 (714)
707-5059 By; LISA M. EDGAR
FORECLOSURE TECHNICIAN
OPP 9109
NOV.26,DEC.3, 10,1992

Hurry Up And
Reserve Your
Space For
Next Week's
Paper. For
Prices And
Deadline
Information
Call (714) 682-

Thursday, November 26, 1992

Is currently seeking recruiting for the followlng
position:

COUNSELOR

Responsible for planning, coordinating,
developing and lmplementlng a professional,
personal and group counsellng program for
assigned students In compliance with
government and management directives.
Education & Experience: Bachelor's Degree In
counsellng or associated fleld wtth at least a
minimum of 15 semester hours directly related
to counseling, and a minimum of one yea
related experience. Master's degree preferred.
Valld driver's llcense In the state of
employment wtth an acceptable driving record.
Must possess current CPR and First Aid
Cenlflcatlon.

e

Management.and Training Corporation
5
San
2405

:!~~a~:tZ, J~

(9 09) 887-6305, ext. 228 or 229
Attention: Human Resources
EOE/M/FN/H

~=====:====:::;::=:===:=ii:=====i;:::~
Development And ommumty
Relations Coordinator
An opponunlty to assist an exciting, viable
non-profit agency Increase vlslblllty and
support for community-based health and
human service programs. Must have a
minimum of two years public relations and
fund development experience.
Other
experience should Include Annual Campaign

Implementation, community organization and
networking.
Send resume to Inland counties Health
Systems Agency, P.O. Box 5950, Riverside, CA
92517.

Close date December 4, 1992.

6070.

Dr. Flowers has been with Kaiser Pennanente, the nation's largest Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO), for five years. He was selected by his
peers to receive the award which recognizes distinguished service, peer and
staff relationships, and committee and project involvement Dr. Flowers is a
1982 graduate of the Medical University of South Carolina and James F.
Byrnes Academy in Quindy, S.C.
Dr. Danny Chang and Dr. Christopher Wade Named "1992 Chiefs o
Service" Danny Chang, MD, and Ouistopher Wade, MD, were also named
"Chiefs of Service of the Year'' for 1992 at the Riverside Medical Center.
Dr. Chang, an Upland resident, is the Chief of Service for the medical center's Radiology department. He is a 1976 graduate of National Taiwan
University.
Dr. Wade, a Oaremont resident, is Chief of Service for the Preventive
Medicine department at Kaiser Permanente 's Van Buren Offices in
Riverside. He received his medical degree in 1978 from the Autonomous
University of Guadalajara in Mexico.
Kaiser Pennanente, a group practice HMO, delivers quality health care to
more than six million Health Plan members nationwide, including more
than 2.3 million in the Southern California Region.

ackson has cle~y taken over~ team _leadership .role and is playing his way into the all star game.
Roberts and Williams are forces m the middle and give 100% each night. Danny Manning is playing as
e did in leading the Jayhawks to the NCAA title.
Is this the year the ~ppers unseat the Lakers as the best team in Los Angeles? There is still a long
_gason ahead, but the Oipper, based on the strength of their recent showing, are surely moving in the
ght direction...............
·

EOE
$600 Lottie Carr Memorial Award and gift basket
Sw~ts to the sweet: When UCLA and USC met at the Rose Bowl this past weekend, it was the
valued at $350 5th
anniversary of the 1967 UCLA-USC game, in which the Trojans upset No. 1 UCLA, 21-20 to
community service to St. Bernardine's Hospital in Miss Candra Malone
am
a
Rose Bowl benh and a national title, as O.J. Simpson ran 64 yards for the winning TD. No one
San Bernardino as a candy striper.
xpected
that this particular encounter would rival or surpass the legendary '67' contest, but it did.
Rose enjoys reading, tutoring, cooking and Miss Congeniality UCLA
produced a thrilling 38-37 conquest of the men from Troy before 80,568 spectators, when
being with friends as her favorite thing to do. She Miss Krishna Mills
USC's
coach
Larry Smith went for the two point tty and win with .40 seconds left in the game, and his
is also a Star Trek fan.
earn
was
stopped
short by a inspired UCLA fun bunch.
Rose plans to attend a four year University and- $600 Alumni Award and gift basket valued at $300 UCLA
found
unexpected heroes in QB John Barnes and receiver J.J. Stokes, who both had the
major in Medical Science.
Miss Cayce Moses
ames
of
their
lives
and were the driving forces in the victory dance.
Miss Tabitha Purefoy was selected to serve as
Stokes
snatched
a pass from Barnes and took off on a 90 yard adventure through the USC
her lady-in-waiting and Mr. George Harold Conley, $400 Scholarship and gift basket valued at $300 ec?nd~ry,
for
the
spectacular
game winning TD. That touchdown will measure-up to the Simpson run
II served as her escort.
Lauri Diggs
s
time
goes
on
and
maybe
stand
side-by-side with it in the annuals of great plays in this heated city
In addition to Rose, 14 other Debutantes were
Valry
....................
.
presented the following awards:
$300 Jacquette Monetary Award and gift basket
valued at $250 Trivia Question Answer: Hank Aaron is third all time in career hits with 3,771. Pete Rose leads
First Runner Up: $1200 Scholarship, gift basket Miss Kayava Lenoir
with 4,256, followed by Ty Cobb's 4, 191 .....................
valued at $450, a Miller Outpost gift certificate
and President's gift of a Portfolio $200 and a gift basket valued at $300 Miss Tori Calcote
Miss Aarin Walker

Debutantes From B-4

EBC>~Y CR.ES.' T BE.A."CJTY

$JOOO Acade~ic S~ho~arship, gift basket valued at A $100 Savings bond and a gift basket containin

S.A.LC>~

$4?0 and Pres~dent s gift of a portfolio -

Miss Stephanie Roundtree
I

(Oldest Established Hair Salon In Riverside)

Second Runner Up: $1000 Scholarship, gift basket A $100 Savings bond and a gift basket containin
y.alued ~t $400 and President's gift of a Portfolio - gifts valued at $200 Miss Krishna Mills
Miss Denise Cooper
gifts valued at $200 Miss Tyesha Jackson

A~~I-V-ER.S.A.R.Y

(

$600 Nan Clopton Memorial Award and gift bas- A $100 Savings bond and a gift basket containing
Ke! value~ at gift ~asket valued at $350 gifts valued at $200 •
Miss Yamra Marion
Miss Michelle Thompson and

A Time For Celebrations
Start Our Countdown For 1993

$600 Hester Hughes Memorial Award and gift bas- A $100 Savings bond and a gift basket containing
ket valued at gift basket valued at $350 gifts valued at $200 Michelle Johnson
Miss Eileen Atkins

20 YEARS
As We Leave This Year
We Are Offering Great

CELEBRATING

"X" fr<>m ti'p
y,outh that .a dedicated group of
their own kind owned over
10,000 acres on Nation-owned
farms in Michigan, Alabama
and Georgia? As Lee depicts
Malcolm, and the Nation, will
be show that they funded their
ow·n education systems and
owned planes and trucks to
(J:anSport to their members tons
of meat, eggs, milk and grain
~upplies that they produced,
each week?
, Economic power was one of
.:tdalcolm 's prime tenets in life.
Evidently, this type of power is
also among Spike's primary
concerns. Will Lee's "X" mark
Jhe spot where its presentation
: will lead Blacks toward the
type of growth experienced by
: '.t,he man who died as El Hajj
"Malik Shabbazz?Or will it, and
the associated merchandising,
oe about little or nothing but
S.Y,ffibols?

Access Success

..,

Just Come In
And Say Hello!

All Services!

.A.Styled Haircuts
.A.Curls
.A.Weaves
.A.Nails

\

\

The Celebration's
On!
,,
Computerize your office
'from Just $4:,850

S

top doing your
accounting, payroll, invoicing,
purchase orders, word
processing and financial
analysis by hand.
Save time money and
increase productivity with
quality, name brand, new
hardware, software and
training for as little as
$4,850.

))A)IEllON
C~ONSUJ;J'ING
•

Hair Sales!

Save 100's of hours a
month on paper work.
Spend that valuable time

making money.
Call Carl Dameron or
Robert Harrell at (909)
888-4571 for fast results.
MS-DOS & MacIntosh
computer training also
available. We service all
trades and professions.

909 • 888•4571

7028 Magnolia Ave.

Riverside, CA 92506

(714) 686-1290
GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR THE HOLIDAYS

